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Abstract

We introduce a necessary and sufficient condition for the o-extensionality rule of higher-order
equational logic to be conservative over first-order many-sorted equational logic for ground first-order
equations. This gives a precise condition under which computation in the higher-order initial model by
term rewriting is possible. The condition is then generalised to characterise a normal form for higher-
order equational proofs in which extensionality inferences occur only as the final proof inferences.
The main result is based on a notion of observational equivalence between higher-order elements induced
by a topology of finite information on such elements. Applied to extensional higher-order algebras
with countable first-order carrier sets, the finite information topology is metric and second countable in
every type.
r 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Higher-order equations have applications in diverse areas of computer science, such as
specification languages, logics of programs, and declarative programming languages. Higher-
order logic, as a branch of mathematical logic, can be traced back as least as far as Russel [24], a
broad and accessible survey is Feferman [7].

The finite-type system of Church [2], which allows the construction of function types ðs-tÞ and
product types ðs� tÞ from a set of basic first-order types (actually a simplified version of Russell’s-
type system) forms the kernel of many higher-order-type systems currently found in the literature.
Syntactically, higher-order equational logic can be viewed as the equational fragment of
many-sorted first-order logic with equality where the sorts are type expressions based on Church’s
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finite-type system (starting from a collection of basic types such as natural numbers or Booleans).
The semantics of higher-order equational logic varies according to how the finite types are
interpreted, and also which comprehension (set existence) principles are assumed. For example: (i)
models may or may not be extensional (though extensionality seems a rather natural requirement);
(ii) elements of some function type may be constrained to be continuous with respect to some
topology. We will consider extensionality and continuity in some detail in this paper. Function
definition by lambda abstraction, as in the typed lambda calculus (see e.g. [11]), represents a well-
known comprehension principle though much stronger principles are known.

Most semantical models are encompassed inside the generalised semantics for higher-
order logic introduced in [10]. Henkin’s semantics follows the classical methods of model
theory. Today, much research into the semantics of higher-order types also takes place within
category theory (see for example [15]). A model theory specifically for higher-order equations
and a theory of higher-order algebra based on finite types, following the classical Henkin
approach, were considered in [17]. As with first-order logic and first-order universal algebra, a
much richer model theory emerges for higher-order structures if one assumes that the only
relation on elements is equality. (This is the usual motivation for universal algebra as a separate
branch of model theory.)

Deductive calculi for higher-order equations extend the first-order many-sorted equational
calculus with additional extensionality rules, associated with the function space and product space
type constructors. Such rules can either be finitary or infinitary in form, and have different
completeness properties with respect to classes of higher-order algebras.

In [17,22] it was shown that every set E of higher-order equations admits an extensional model I
which is initial in the class of all minimal extensional models of E: This model is termed the higher-
order initial model of E: Thus, one can use higher-order equations as an algebraic specification
language in an entirely analogous way to first-order equations. (See for example [6].)

Syntactically, higher-order signatures are natural for formalising diverse computing phenomena
such as dataflow and stream processing, hardware computations, and programming constructs.
Semantically (quantifier free), higher-order equational specifications under higher-order initial
semantics have all the expressive power of full first-order logic. (See [14,19].) The syntactic and
semantic expressiveness of second-order equational logic for hardware specification and
verification is explored in [20], where some of the results of this paper are applied in a more
practical context.

Now considering the higher-order initial model I of a set E of higher-order equations, one may
pose the following.

Computation Problem. When can we compute in I using the equations of E oriented as rewrite rules?

More precisely, given an equation t ¼ t0; for ground (i.e. variable free) first-order terms t and t0;
which is true in I ; when can we formally prove t ¼ t0 by equational reasoning (and therefore term
rewriting) alone, i.e. without using any of the extensionality rules?

This problem arises naturally in various ways, for example in connection with the design of
efficient algorithms for executing a higher-order equational specification.

The computation problem can be rephrased as a special case of more general proof theoretic
questions about the conservativity properties of the extensionality rules over the underlying
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first-order many-sorted equational calculus. For both the finitary and infinitary extensionality
rules, two conservativity properties are of obvious interest, namely conservativity over equational
logic for:

(i) ground first-order equations, and
(ii) all first-order equations (i.e. allowing variables in terms).

The latter conservativity property is very strong, and leads to a normal form for higher-order
equational proofs (which we term eval normal form) in which each extensionality rule is used at
most once, and among the final proof inferences only. Since the higher-order initial model is
constructed as a quotient term model using the infinitary o-extensionality rule, our computation
problem above is equivalent to the following proof theoretic problem.

Conservativity Problem. When is the infinitary o-extensionality rule conservative over many-sorted

first-order equational logic for ground first-order equations?

The various conservativity properties of the extensionality rules of higher-order equational
logic have considerable computational significance. On the one hand, these rules seem to lack any
efficient implementation in a computational logic. On the other hand, when the extensionality
rules are conservative over equational logic for some class of equations, then such equations can
be derived (at least in principle) using the relatively efficient and well understood computational
methods of term rewriting.

The main theoretical problem turns out to be characterising the conservativity of the infinitary
o-extensionality rule. Not only does conservativity of this rule relate the higher-order initial
model with term rewriting computation, there is also a direct relationship between conservativity
of the infinitary and finitary extensionality rules. Therefore, we can apply our main result
characterising conservativity for the infinitary rule to characterise conservativity of the finitary
extensionality rule as well, and at the same time characterise the existence of eval normal form
proofs.

We will show that the conservativity of the infinitary extensionality rule depends upon finitistic
properties of the higher-order operators themselves, in particular the property that higher-order
operators use just a finite amount of information about their higher-order arguments to determine
their values. More precisely, we formulate a notion of observational equivalence for elements of
higher-order-type based on a topology of finite information for higher-order types. This topology
appears to be new in the literature. It can be applied to both extensional and non-extensional
models of a higher-order signature S: Two elements of a S algebra A are observationally
equivalent if they belong to precisely the same open sets in this topology. Our main result is:

Conservativity Theorem 4.8. Let S be a higher-order signature which contains the homeomorphism

operators and let E be a higher-order equational theory which contains the homeomorphism axioms
Hom: Then infinitary higher-order equational logic is conservative over equational logic on E for

ground first-order equations if, and only if, observational equivalence �obs is a congruence on the
(first-order) initial model IðS;EÞ:
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and this theorem is applied to the finitary extensionality rule to yield the following:

Normal Form Theorem 4.12. Let S be a higher-order signature which contains the homeomorphism
operators and let E be a higher-order equational theory which contains the homeomorphism axioms

Hom: The following are equivalent:

(i) finitary higher-order equational logic is conservative on E for first-order equations;
(ii) for every equation eAEqnðS;XÞ (of any order), if EAevale then there is a proof of e which is in

eval normal form;
(iii) observational equivalence, �obs; is a congruence on the free algebra TEðS;XÞ:

In fact, continuity of the initial algebra IðS;EÞ and the free algebra TEðS;XÞ with respect to the
finite information topology (i.e. continuity of all operations of IðS;EÞ and TEðS;XÞ) are sufficient
(but not necessary) conditions to ensure that observational equivalence is a congruence in both
cases. At first sight, it may appear odd that the first-order initial model plays a role here, but recall
that this is the unique minimal model where a ground equation is true precisely when it is formally
provable in the first-order many-sorted equational calculus.

The topology of finite information is well known for first- and second-order types. For first-
order types it is (trivially) the discrete topology, while for second-order types it is the product or
Tychonoff topology on the function space given the discrete topology on the domain
and codomain sets. However, the product topology construction cannot be iterated for higher-
order types in such a way that both function currying and function evaluation are continuous.
The finite information topology introduced here has strong separation and countability
properties. On extensional models with countable first-order carrier sets, it is metric and second
countable in every type. The uniformity of these properties in all types imply that the finite
information topology is not homeomorphic, for every type, with the well-known Kleene–Kreisel
topology on total functionals of finite type (see for example [23]). For example, the Kleene–Kreisel
topology is not second countable above second-order types. In the finite information topology,
evaluation and currying of functionals are continuous in all types. The topology is constructed
using particular types which we term elementary or hereditarily Horn (following the types as
propositions analogy). The elementary types are inductively defined types of the form b; ðs� tÞ;
and ða-bÞ where b is a basic (atomic) type and s and t are elementary or hereditarily Horn types.
In an extensional model, every space is homeomorphic to a space of elementary type.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we review the finitary and infinitary proof
systems for higher-order equations and make precise the conservativity properties of interest. We
consider how conservativity leads to the eval normal form for higher-order equational proofs in
which extensionality inferences are the final inferences only. In Section 3, we introduce the finite
information topology and establish its separation and countability properties. We prove the
continuity of evaluation and currying in this topology. In Section 4, we characterise necessary and
sufficient conditions for the extensionality rules to be conservative over equational logic for both
ground and arbitrary first-order equations by means of the finite information topology. In order
to reduce the length of the paper, many of the more tedious but elementary proofs have been left
to the reader as an exercise.
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The main prerequisites of this paper are a familiarity with first-order many-sorted equational
logic (see for example [27] or [21]), term rewriting (see for example [13] or [4]) and point set
topology (see for example [5] or [12]). While some familiarity with higher-order universal algebra
is useful (a suitable introduction is Meinke [17]), the paper is largely self contained on this subject.

2. Higher-order equational logic

We review some of the fundamental definitions and results of higher-order equational logic,
including the proof systems introduced in [17].

By a set S of sorts we mean any non-empty set. As usual, S� denotes the set of all words in the
free monoid generated by S: The empty word is denoted by l and Sþ ¼ S� 	 flg denotes the set
of all non-empty words over S: An S-sorted signature S is an S� � S indexed family of disjoint sets
S ¼ /Sw;s j wAS�; sASS: For the empty word l and each sort sAS; each element cASl;s is a

constant symbol of sort s: For each non-empty word w ¼ sð1ÞysðnÞASþ and each sort sAS; each
element fASw;s is a function symbol of domain type w; codomain type s and arity n: Let S be any

sort set, S be any S-sorted signature, and let X ¼ /Xs j sASS be any S-indexed family of sets of
variable symbols. (We normally assume that the sets Sl;s and Xs are disjoint for each sAS:) We let

TðS;XÞs denote the set of all terms over S and X of sort sAS:

Let S be an S-sorted signature. An S-sorted S algebra is a pair ðA;SAÞ; consisting of an S-
indexed family A ¼ /As j sASS of sets termed the carrier sets of A; and an S� � S indexed family.

SA ¼ /SA
w;s j wAS�; sASS

of sets of constants and algebraic operations. For each sort sAS; SA
l;s ¼ /cA j cASl;sS; where

cAAAs is a constant that interprets c in As: For each w ¼ sð1ÞysðnÞASþ and each sort sAS;

SA
w;s ¼ /fA j fASw;sS; where fA : Aw-As is a function with domain Aw ¼ Asð1Þ �?� AsðnÞ and

codomain As which interprets f over A: As usual, we let A denote both a S algebra and its S-
indexed family of carrier sets. We let AlgðSÞ denote the class of all S-sorted S algebras. We let

TðS;XÞ denote the free term algebra on the family X of sets of generators, and TðSÞ ¼ TðS; |Þ
denotes the absolutely free or ground term algebra on the S-indexed family | of empty sets of
generators. A homomorphism f between S algebras A and B is an S-indexed family of mappings
f ¼ /fs : As-Bs j sASS between the carrier sets of A and B that preserves all constants and
operations named in S: Thus fsðcAÞ ¼ cB for each sAS and constant symbol cASl;s; and also

jsð fAða1;y; anÞÞ ¼ fBðfsð1Þða1Þ;y;fsðnÞðanÞÞ

for each w ¼ sð1ÞysðnÞASþ; each sort sAS and each operation symbol fASw;s:
Recall that TðSÞ is initial in AlgðSÞ; i.e. there exists a unique homomorphism from TðSÞ to each

algebra AAAlgðSÞ: A S algebra A is minimal if, and only if, A has no proper subalgebra, for
example TðSÞ is minimal. If A is a S algebra and � is a congruence on A and aAAs is an element
of some carrier set of A then we let ½a� denote the equivalence class of a in the quotient algebra
A= � :

Higher-order signatures and algebras are defined over the following system of types, often
known as the system of finite or simple types [2].
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Definition 2.1. By a type basis B we mean any non-empty set. The (finite) type hierarchy HðBÞ
generated by a type basis B is the set HðBÞ ¼

S
nAo HnðBÞ defined inductively by

H0ðBÞ ¼ B

and

Hnþ1ðBÞ ¼ HnðBÞ
[

fðs� tÞ; ðs-tÞ j s; tAHnðBÞg:

Each element sAB is termed a basic type; each element ðs� tÞAHðBÞ is termed a product type and
each element ðs-tÞAHðBÞ is termed a function type.

We can assign an order to each type sAHðBÞ as follows. Each basic type sAB has order 1. If
s; tAHðBÞ have order m and n respectively then ðs� tÞ has order supfm; ng and ðs-tÞ has
order supfm þ 1; ng: A type structure S over a type basis B is a subset SDHðBÞ; which is closed
under subtypes in the sense that for any s; tAHðBÞ; if ðs-tÞAS or ðs� tÞAS then both sAS and
tAS:

A higher-order signature is simply an S-sorted signature S in which S is a type structure
and S contains distinguished operation symbols for the product and function types of S as
follows.

Definition 2.2. Let S be a type structure over a type basis B: An S-typed signature S is an S-sorted
signature such that for each product type ðs� tÞAS we have left and right projection operation

symbols

projðs�tÞ;sASðs�tÞ;s; projðs�tÞ;tASðs�tÞ;t;

also for each function type ðs-tÞAS we have a binary evaluation operation symbol

evalðs-tÞASðs-tÞs;t:

When the types s and t are clear, we let proj1 and proj2 denote projðs�tÞ;s and projðs�tÞ;t; and we

let eval denote evalðs-tÞ: Furthermore, we will often write terms of the form evalðt; t0Þ using the
meta-notation tðt0Þ (applicative form) thereby omitting the evaluation operation symbol which
can be inferred from the types of t and t0:

We can now introduce the intended interpretations of an S-typed signature S:

Definition 2.3. Let S be a type structure over a type basis B: Let S be an S-typed signature and A

be an S-sorted S algebra. We say that A is an S-typed S algebra if, and only if, for each product
type ðs� tÞAS we have Aðs�tÞDAs � At; and the mappings

proj
ðs�tÞ;s
A : Aðs�tÞ-As; proj

ðs�tÞ;t
A : Aðs�tÞ-At

are the left and right projection mappings defined on Aðs�tÞ by

proj
ðs�tÞ;s
A ðða1; a2ÞÞ ¼ a1; proj

ðs�tÞ;t
A ðða1; a2ÞÞ ¼ a2;

for any pair ða1; a2ÞAAðs�tÞ: Furthermore, for each function type ðs-tÞAS we have

Aðs-tÞD½As-At�; and the operation eval
ðs-tÞ
A : Aðs-tÞ � As-At is the evaluation mapping on
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the function space Aðs-tÞ defined by

eval
ðs-tÞ
A ða; bÞ ¼ aðbÞ;

for each aAAðs-tÞ and bAAs:

Notice that in a higher-order signature S we can define a symbol f denoting some function of
domain type s and codomain type t either as a constant symbol fASl;ðs-tÞ or as a function

symbol fASs;t: These alternative forms are similar but not entirely equivalent. For example, the

denotation fAAAðs-tÞ of the constant symbol fASl;ðs-tÞ is an element of a carrier set in every S
algebra A; but may not be a function from As to At; nor even extensional. If every element of
Aðs-tÞ is continuous (with respect to some topology), then such an fA must also be continuous. On

the other hand the denotation fA : As-At of the function symbol fASs;t need not be an element

of any carrier set of A: Therefore, it may not be continuous even if every element of Aðs-tÞ is

continuous. However, it must of necessity be a function from As to At; and therefore extensional.
On a more practical level, defining such a symbol f as a function symbol rather than as a constant
symbol may reduce the number and complexity of the carrier sets used for semantical models.
This distinction plays a role for our results, since we address proof theoretic conservativity with
respect to proof rules for evaluation, which is a function symbol in our formulation of higher-
order equational logic.

In the remainder of this section, unless stated otherwise, we let S denote a fixed, but arbitrarily
chosen type structure over a type basis B and we let S denote a fixed, arbitrarily chosen S-typed
signature. We let X ¼ /Xt j tASS denote an S-indexed family of disjoint, infinite sets Xt of
variable symbols of type t:

Within the class AlgðSÞ of all algebras of signature S; it is important to distinguish between
those algebras which are extensional, and those which are non-extensional. We say that a S algebra
A is extensional if, and only if, A satisfies the S sentences:

8x8y ðproj1ðxÞ ¼ proj1ðyÞ & proj2ðxÞ ¼ proj2ðyÞ ) x ¼ yÞ ð2:1Þ
for each product type ðs� tÞAS; and

8x8y ð8zðevalðx; zÞ ¼ evalðy; zÞÞ ) x ¼ yÞ ð2:2Þ
for each function type ðs-tÞAS: We let Ext denote the set of all extensionality sentences of the
forms (2.1) and (2.2) above, and we let AlgExtðSÞ denote the class of all extensional S algebras.

Clearly, every S-typed S algebra is extensional. The significance of the distinction between
extensional and non-extensional algebras can be summarised by the following

Collapsing Theorem 2.4 (Shepherdson, Mostowski). Let A be an S-sorted S algebra. Then A is

isomorphic to an S-typed S algebra if, and only if, A is extensional.

Proof. See [17]. &

Thus we study the intended models of S; up to isomorphism, as the extensional models of S:
By a higher-order equation over S and X of type tAS we mean a formula of the form t ¼ t0

where t; t0ATðS;XÞt are terms of type t: If t is an nth-order type then we may say that t ¼ t0 is an
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nth-order equation. We let EqnðS;XÞt denote the set of all equations over S and X of type t and

EqnðS;XÞ ¼
S

tAS EqnðS;XÞt: An equation t ¼ t0AEqnðS;XÞt is said to be ground if, and only if,

the terms t and t0 are ground terms, i.e. t; t0ATðSÞt: A higher-order equational theory over S and X

is a set EDEqnðS;XÞ of higher-order equations. We let AlgðS;EÞ denote the class of all S
algebras which are models of E;

AlgðS;EÞ ¼ fAAAlgðSÞ : AFEg;

and we let AlgExtðS;EÞ denote the class of all extensional S algebras which are models of E;

AlgExtðS;EÞ ¼ fAAAlgExtðSÞ : AFEg:

We can construct a sound and complete calculus for any higher-order equational theory E with
respect to the class AlgExtðS;EÞ of all extensional models of E using just finitary deduction rules.
For this we add to the deduction rules of many-sorted equational logic additional rules which
incorporate the extensionality axiom schemas (2.1) and (2.2) above, as follows.

Definition 2.5. The finitary deduction rules of higher-order equational logic are the following:

(i) For any type tAS and any term tATðS;XÞt;
t ¼ t

is a reflexivity rule.
(ii) For any type tAS and any terms t0; t1ATðS;XÞt;

t0 ¼ t1

t1 ¼ t0

is a symmetry rule.
(iii) For any type tAS and any terms t0; t1; t2ATðS;XÞt;

t0 ¼ t1; t1 ¼ t2

t0 ¼ t2

is a transitivity rule.
(iv) For each type tAS; any terms t; t0ATðS;XÞs; any type sAS; any variable symbol xAXs and

any terms t0; t1ATðS;XÞs;
t ¼ t0; t0 ¼ t1

t½x=t0� ¼ t0½x=t1�

is a substitution rule. (As usual, ti½x=tj� denotes the result of substituting the variable x by the term

tj uniformly in ti when x and tj have the same sort.)

(v) For each product type ðs� tÞAS and any terms t0; t1ATðS;XÞðs�tÞ;

proj1ðt0Þ ¼ proj1ðt1Þ; proj2ðt0Þ ¼ proj2ðt1Þ
t0 ¼ t1

is a projection rule.
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(vi) For each function type ðs-tÞAS; any terms t0; t1ATðS;XÞðs-tÞ and any variable symbol

xAXs not occurring in t0 or t1;

evalðt0;xÞ ¼ evalðt1;xÞ
t0 ¼ t1

is a ( finitary) extensionality rule.
Note that in each of the above deduction rules both the conclusion and each of the premises is

an equation. In particular, the calculus is quantifier free.
By a proof of an equation eAEqnðS;XÞ from a set EDEqnðS;XÞ of equations using the finitary

deduction rules of higher-order equational logic, we mean a finitely branching rooted tree P of finite
depth with each node n labelled by an equation enAEqnðS;XÞ such that the root of P is labelled
by e; and for each node n in P; either n has no antecedent nodes and enAE is an axiom, or n has
exactly k antecedent nodes m1;y;mk for 0pkp2 and

em1
;y; emk

en

is a finitary deduction rule of higher-order equational logic. (In the sequel, we also consider
infinitary proofs using infinitary deduction rules.)

The finitary deduction rules of higher-order equational logic induce an inference relation,
denoted by Aeval; between equational theories EDEqnðS;XÞ and equations eAEqnðS;XÞ; defined
by E Aeval e if, and only if, there exists a proof of e from E using the finitary deduction rules of
higher-order equational logic alone. We shall reserve the symbol A to denote the inference
relation induced by the rules of first-order many-sorted equational logic. Thus EAe if, and only if,
there exists a proof of e from E (in the above sense) using only rules 2.5(i)–(iv).

The completeness theorem for first-order single-sorted equational logic is due to Birkhoff [1].
The problems of the many-sorted case, i.e. the possibility of an empty carrier set for some sort,
and the consequent unsoundness of rules 2.5(i)–(iv) above, were considered in [9]. We can avoid
the soundness problems of the many-sorted case here by the simplifying assumption on S that we
can form a ground S term of each type tAS: In this case we say that S is non-void. The
completeness theorem for higher-order equational logic is then similar in style and proof to the
first-order case.

Completeness Theorem 2.6. Let EDEqnðS;XÞ be any higher-order equational theory. If S is non-
void then for any higher-order equation eAEqnðS;XÞ;

E Aevale 3 AlgExtðS;EÞFe:

Proof. See [17]. &

Recall that for any equational theory E; the class AlgðS;EÞ contains a free algebra TEðS;XÞ
generated by an S-indexed family X of sets of generators. In particular, AlgðS;EÞ contains an

initial or absolutely freely generated algebra IðS;EÞ ¼ TEðS; |Þ: Now in general, for a higher-
order equational theory E; the class AlgExtðS;EÞ of all extensional models will not contain an
initial algebra. (Consider that this class need not be closed under subalgebras.) However, it is
obvious that AlgExtðS;EÞ contains at least one minimal algebra, namely the unit S algebra.
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Furthermore, using purely model theoretic constructions, it is possible to show that the non-
empty class MinExtðS;EÞDAlgExtðS;EÞ of all minimal extensional models of E contains an initial
algebra IExtðS;EÞ: By initiality, there exists a unique homomorphism from IExtðS;EÞ to each
algebra AAMinExtðS;EÞ; and IExtðS;EÞ is unique up to isomorphism. This algebra is termed the
higher-order initial model of E: For computer science, it provides a suitable minimal model
semantics for E viewed as an equational specification of some computational system. Examples of
the use of higher-order equations as system specifications may be found in [18,20,25].

The higher-order initial model IExtðS;EÞ cannot usually be constructed as the quotient of the
term algebra TðSÞ factored by the deductive closure of E using the finitary calculus of Definition
2.5, the recursion theoretic complexity of the model may be too great for this construction to be
possible. (See [14,19], which compare the complexity of first and higher-order initial models.)
Instead, the following infinitary version of the extensionality rule 2.5(vi) is required to make a
quotient term model construction of IExtðS;EÞ:

Definition 2.7. For each function type ðs-tÞAS and any terms t0; t1ATðS;XÞðs-tÞ;

/evalðt0; tÞ ¼ evalðt1; tÞ j tATðSÞsS
t0 ¼ t1

is an (infinitary) o-extensionality rule. If tAB is a basic type then this rule is also termed a basic o-
extensionality rule.

By a proof of an equation eAEqnðS;XÞ from a set EDEqnðS;XÞ of equations using the
infinitary rules of higher-order equational logic we mean the obvious generalisation of a finitary
proof P allowing the use of rule schemes 2.5(i)–(v) together with infinite branching and the use of
the o-extensionality rule for each function type ðs-tÞAS instead of rule scheme 2.5(vi). For use
in Section 4, we define here the degree degðPÞAOrd of an infinitary higher-order equational proof
P to be the ordinal depth of nesting of o-extensionality inferences in P: Thus degðPÞ ¼ 0 for any
proof P consisting of a single equational axiom eAE: If the final inference in P uses one of the
rule schemes 2.5(i)–(v) applied to subproofs P1;y;Pi ðfor i ¼ 0; 1; 2Þ then degðPÞ ¼
supfdegðP1Þ;y; degðPiÞg: If the final inference in P uses an o-extensionality rule applied to a
family /Pðt0Þ j t0ATðSÞtS of subproofs, then

degðPÞ ¼ 1 þ supfdegðPðt0ÞÞ j t0ATðSÞtg:

We define the inference relation Ao between higher-order equational theories EDEqnðS;XÞ and
higher-order equations eAEqnðS;XÞ by E Ao e if, and only if, there exists a proof of e from E
using the infinitary rules of higher-order equational logic. If E Ao e and there exists a proof P of e

of degree aAOrd; then we may write E Ao;a e:

Define the S-indexed family �E;o¼ / �E;o
t jtASS of binary relations �E;o

t on terms in TðSÞt
by

t �E;o
t t0 3 E Ao t ¼ t0;

for each type tAS and any terms t; t0ATðSÞt: Clearly, rules 2.5(i)–(iv) ensure that �E;o is a

congruence on the ground term algebra TðSÞ: Then �E;o gives the following quotient term model
construction.
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Lemma 2.8. Let EDEqnðS;XÞ be any higher-order equational theory. The quotient term algebra

TðSÞ= �E;o is initial in MinExtðS;EÞ:

Proof. See [17]. &

In the sequel, we let IExtðS;EÞ denote the quotient term algebra TðSÞ= �E;o : The higher-order
initial model can be used to obtain the following completeness result for infinitary higher-order
equational logic.

Completeness Theorem 2.9. Let EDEqnðS;XÞ be any higher-order equational theory. If S is non-

void then for any ground equation eAEqnðS;XÞ;
E Ao e 3 MinExtðS;EÞFe:

Proof. Exercise. &

Note that Theorem 2.9 does not hold if variables are allowed in equations. To obtain
completeness in this case the full o-rule of equational logic is required. (See for example [21].)

Having presented the finitary and infinitary calculi for higher-order equations, and their
completeness properties, we can now make precise the conservativity properties of interest in this
paper.

Definition 2.10. Let EDEqnðS;XÞ be a higher-order equational theory and let KDEqnðS;XÞ be
any class of equations.

(i) We say that finitary higher-order equational logic is conservative (over equational logic) on E

for K equations if, and only if, for every equation eAK;

E Aeval e ) EAe:

(ii) We say that infinitary higher-order equational logic is conservative (over equational logic) on
E for K equations if, and only if, for every equation eAK ;

E Ao e ) EAe:

We are interested in conservativity in the cases where K is:

(i) the class of all ground first-order S equations, and
(ii) the class of all first-order S equations.

Obviously, if E Aeval e then E Ao e; although the converse need not hold. Thus if infinitary
higher-order equational logic is conservative on E for K equations then finitary higher-order
equational logic is also conservative on E for K equations, but the converse need not hold. We are
primarily interested in the conservativity of infinitary higher-order equational logic for classes of
equations. This property is intimately connected with term rewriting computation and equational
theorem proving in the higher-order initial model by virtue of the following proposition.
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Proposition 2.11. Let EDEqnðS;XÞ be any higher-order equational theory and suppose that S is
non-void. Then the following are equivalent:

(i) infinitary higher-order equational logic is conservative on E for ground first-order equations,
(ii) for any ground first-order equation eAEqnðS;XÞ;

IExtðS;EÞFe 3 EFe:

Proof. Immediate from Lemma 2.8 and Definition 2.10. &

Let us consider examples of higher-order equational theories for which infinitary higher-order
equational logic is conservative over equational logic for various types of equations.

Example 2.12. (i.a) Let S be any S-typed signature over a type basis B; and let A be any minimal

extensional S algebra. Let EqnAðSÞ1 be the ground first-order equational theory of A;

EqnAðSÞ1 ¼ ft ¼ t0 j tAB and t; t0ATðSÞt and AFt ¼ t0g:

Then clearly infinitary higher-order equational logic is conservative on EqnAðSÞ1 for ground first-
order equations. In fact, by induction on the complexity of types, it is easily established that

EqnAðSÞ1Aot ¼ t0 3 AFt ¼ t0

for every ground equation t ¼ t0; and thus ADIExtðS;EqnAðSÞ1Þ:
(i.b) Similarly, if EqnAðS;XÞ1 is the full first-order equational theory of A (where Xt is a

countably infinite set of variables for each tAS) then infinitary higher-order equational logic is

conservative on EqnAðS;XÞ1 for all first-order equations. However, conservativity may not hold
for second, or higher-order equations.

(ii) Consider the second-order-type structure S ¼ fnat; ðnat-natÞg: Define the S-typed

signature S1; where

S1
l;nat ¼ f0g; S1

nat;nat ¼ fsuccg;

S1
l;ðnat-natÞ ¼ f%0; zerog; Sðnat-natÞnat;nat ¼ fevalg;

S1
ðnat-natÞ;ðnat-natÞ ¼ f f g:

Define the equational theory E1 to be the set of equations

%0ðxÞ ¼ 0; ð2:3Þ

%0ðxÞ ¼ zeroðxÞ; ð2:4Þ

f ð%0ÞðxÞ ¼ 0: ð2:5Þ

Then E1 Ao f ðzeroÞð0Þ ¼ 0; but E1ef ðzeroÞð0Þ ¼ 0 since IðS1;E1Þjf ðzeroÞð0Þ ¼ 0: So infinitary
higher-order equational logic is not conservative on E1 for ground first-order equations.
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(iii) Given S as in (ii) above, let S2 be the S-typed signature obtained by deleting the operation

symbol f from S1 in (ii) above. Let E2 be the equational theory obtained by adding to Eq. (2.3) in
(ii) above the recursion equations

zeroð0Þ ¼ 0; ð2:6Þ

zeroðsuccðxÞÞ ¼ zeroðxÞ: ð2:7Þ

Then E2 Ao zeroðxÞ ¼ %0ðxÞ but E2ezeroðxÞ ¼ %0ðxÞ since in the free model TE2
ðS2;XÞ on

infinitely many variables of each type we have TE2
ðS2;XÞjzeroðxÞ ¼ %0ðxÞ: Thus infinitary higher-

order equational logic is not conservative on E2 for first-order equations. However, note that it is
conservative on E2 for ground first-order equations.

One aspect of conservativity for higher-order equational logics which is of particular interest is
the existence of normal forms for higher-order equational proofs. For the finitary higher-order
equational calculus, the following class of normal form proofs can be identified.

Definition 2.13. Let EDEqnðS;XÞ be any higher-order equational theory. For each type tAS; we
define the set of all finitary higher-order equational proofs from E of type t in eval normal form,
by induction on the complexity of t:

(i) For each basic type tAB and any terms t; t0ATðS;XÞt; if P is a proof of t ¼ t0 from E using

only rules (i)–(iv) of Definition 2.5 (i.e. first-order many-sorted equational logic) then P is in eval
normal form

(ii) For each product type ðs� tÞAS and any terms t; t0ATðS;XÞðs�tÞ; if P1 and P2 are proofs

of proj1ðtÞ ¼ proj1ðt0Þ and proj2ðtÞ ¼ proj2ðt0Þ; respectively, from E in eval normal form, then

P1 P2

t ¼ t0

is a proof of t ¼ t0 from E in eval normal form.
(iii) For each function type ðs-tÞAS and any terms t; t0ATðS;XÞðs-tÞ and any variable xAXs

not occurring in t or t0; if P is a proof of evalðt;xÞ ¼ evalðt0;xÞ from E in eval normal form, then

P

t ¼ t0

is a proof of t ¼ t0 from E in eval normal form.

Clearly, a finitary proof is in eval normal form when every extensionality or projection rule of
each type is used at most once, and occurs at the end of the proof in the manner indicated. That is
to say, the proof can be divided into an initial section, consisting of purely equational reasoning,
and a final section, where only extensionality and projection inferences are used. A similar concept
of eval normal form can be introduced for infinitary higher-order equational proofs. The
definition is left as an exercise for the reader.

The existence of eval normal form proofs is of importance for automated reasoning with
finitary higher-order equational logic. In particular, it provides a uniform way to reduce the
problem of constructing a finitary higher-order equational proof to the problem of constructing a
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first-order equational proof (for example by term rewriting). This is significant, since there
appears to be no obvious way to implement efficiently the finitary extensionality rule in a
computational logic. The existence of eval normal forms is equivalent to the following
conservativity property in higher-order equational logic.

Proposition 2.14. Let EDEqnðS;XÞ be any higher-order equational theory. The following are

equivalent:

(i) finitary higher-order equational logic is conservative on E for first-order equations;
(ii) for any equation eAEqnðS;XÞ (of any order), if

E Aeval e

then there is a finitary proof P of e which is in eval normal form.

Proof. ðiÞ ) ðiiÞ By induction on the complexity of t:
ðiiÞ ) ðiÞ Immediate from Definition 2.13. &

By Proposition 2.14, any characterisation of conservativity for the finitary extensionality rule
simultaneously characterises the existence of eval normal form proofs.

3. A topology of finite information

In this section we introduce a topology on higher-order algebras which will be used in Section 4
to characterise conservativity of the o-extensionality rule over equational logic. The intuition for
this topology is that a basic open set (in any type) contains all elements which share the same
specific and finite amount of information. Thus the topology is termed a topology of finite
information.

The finite information topology can be defined on both extensional and non-extensional
algebras. (This fact is important for Section 4.) It is constructed by induction on the complexity of
types in such a way that, for extensional algebras, all spaces are homeomorphic with certain
spaces of distinguished type which are termed the elementary or hereditarily Horn types. On
extensional algebras, the topology has strong separation and countability properties: in particular,
it is metric and second countable in every type if every carrier set of basic type is countable (unlike
the Kleene–Kreisel topology, see [23]). On every algebra, the projection, pairing, currying and
evaluation mappings are continuous in the finite information topology.

It will be helpful if the reader already has some familiarity with the fundamentals of topology.
All topological prerequisites may be found in any standard reference such as Dugundji [5] or
Kelley [12]. However, to keep this paper as self contained as possible, we recall some of the
essential definitions which will be needed later.

Definition 3.1. Let X be a set. A topology in X is a family T of subsets of X that satisfies: (i) each
union of members of T is also a member of T ; (ii) each finite intersection of members of T is also a

member of T ; (iii) the empty set | and X are members of T :
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A member of X is termed a point, while a member of T is termed an open set. The relative
complement X 	 U of an open set in UAT is termed a closed set. The pair ðX ;TÞ is termed a
topological space. Given a point xAX ; a neighbourhood of x is any open set uAT containing x: We
let NbdðxÞ denote the set of all neighbourhoods of a point x: A point y is adherent to a subset
YDX if every neighbourhood of y has a non-empty intersection with Y ; the topological closure of
Y ; denoted clðYÞ is the the set of all points in X adherent to Y :

Given topological spaces ðX ;TX Þ and ðY ;TY Þ; a mapping f : X-Y is said to be open if the
image of every open set under f is an open set, i.e. for every open set UATX ;

f ðUÞ ¼ f f ðxÞ j xAUgATY :

We say that f is continuous if, and only if, the inverse image of every open set under f is an open
set, i.e. for every open set VATY ;

f 	1ðVÞ ¼ f xAX j f ðxÞAVgATX :

A continuous open bijection f : X-Y between two topological spaces ðX ;TX Þ and ðY ;TY Þ is
termed a homeomorphism and the two spaces are said to be homeomorphic.

Continuity generalises naturally from functions to algebras. Let S be an S-sorted signature. Let
A be a S algebra and let T ¼ /Ts j sASS be an S-indexed family of sets, where Ts is a topology in
the carrier set As for each sAS: We say that A is continuous in T if, and only if, for each
w ¼ sð1Þ;y; sðnÞASþ; each sAS and each function symbol fASw;s the operation

fA : Aw-As

is continuous. (We assume that Aw is given the product topology induced by Tsð1Þ;y;TsðnÞ:Þ
Given a topological space ðX ;TX Þ; a family BDTX is said to be a basis for TX if, and only if,

each open set UATX is the union of members of B: Also, BDTX is said to be a subbasis for TX if,
and only if, each open set UATX is the union of finite intersections of members of B:

Intuitively, an open set is a generalisation from analysis of the concept of an open ball around a
point in euclidian space. It thus captures abstractly the concept of points being ‘‘near’’ one
another. This intuition is less clear in topological spaces which are not metric spaces (i.e. cannot
be defined using a distance measure between points). However, the spaces we will study turn out
to be metric in the important case of extensional algebras. Two topological spaces which are
homeomorphic have the ‘‘same’’ topological structure up to a renaming of their points. Home-
omorphism is an equivalence relation on topological spaces, and topology concerns the study of
topological spaces up to homeomorphic equivalence only. (Cf the concept of isomorphism in
abstract algebra.) The concepts of basis and subbasis allow us to compactly define a topological
space starting from a set of generating members.

In the sequel we will actually study indexed families of topological spaces, where the indexing
set is a set of higher-order types. This generalisation, which we could term ‘‘many-sorted
topology’’ presents no technical difficulties however. One should simply bear in mind that in
general different types will be associated with topological spaces that are not homeomorphic.

In order to define the finite information topology, it is necessary to be able to form home-
omorphic images of open sets in certain types. For this we introduce a collection of names for
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distinguished homeomorphism operations which will then be assumed to be present in any higher-
order signature.

Definition 3.2. Let S be an HðBÞ-typed signature over a type basis B: We say that S contains t

he homeomorphism operators, if, and only, if, S includes the following families of function
symbols.

(i) For each s; t; dAHðBÞ; currying and uncurrying function symbols,

cuASððs�tÞ-dÞ;ðs-ðt-dÞÞ; ucASðs-ðt-dÞÞ;ððs�tÞ-dÞ:

(ii) For each s; t; d; e;AHðBÞ; generalised currying and inverse generalised currying function
symbols,

gcuASðe-ððs�tÞ-dÞÞ;ðe-ðs-ðt-dÞÞÞ; gcu	1ASðe-ðs-ðt-dÞÞÞ;ðe-ððs�tÞ-dÞÞ:

(iii) For each s; t; dAHðBÞ; function-pairing and inverse function-pairing function symbols,

fpASððs-tÞ�ðs-dÞÞ;ðs-ðt�dÞÞ; fp	1ASðs-ðt�dÞÞ;ððs-tÞ�ðs-dÞÞ:

(iv) For each s; t; d; e;AHðBÞ; generalised function-pairing and inverse generalised function-

pairing function symbols,

gfpASðe-ððs-tÞ�ðs-dÞÞÞ;ðe-ðs-ðt�dÞÞÞ; gfp	1ASðe-ðs-ðt�dÞÞÞ;ðe-ððs-tÞ�ðs-dÞÞÞ:

(v) For each s; t; d; gAHðBÞ; right-pairing and inverse right-pairing function symbols,

rpASðððs�tÞ�dÞ-gÞ;ððs�ðt�dÞÞ-gÞ; rp	1ASððs�ðt�dÞÞ-gÞ;ðððs�tÞ�dÞ-gÞ:

(vi) For each s; t; d; e; gAHðBÞ; generalised right-pairing and inverse generalised right-pairing
function symbols,

grpASððððs�tÞ�dÞ�eÞ-gÞ;ðððs�ðt�dÞÞ�eÞ-gÞ; grp	1ASðððs�ðt�dÞÞ�eÞ-gÞ;ððððs�tÞ�dÞ�eÞ-gÞ:

(vii) For each s; t; dAHðBÞ; left-bracketing and inverse left-bracketing function symbols,

lbASðs�ðt�dÞÞ;ððs�tÞ�dÞ; lb	1ASððs�tÞ�dÞ;ðs�ðt�dÞÞ:

(viii) For each s; t; d; eAHðBÞ; generalised left-bracketing and inverse generalised left-bracketing
function symbols,

glbASððs�ðt�dÞÞ�eÞ;ðððs�tÞ�dÞ�eÞ; glb	1ASðððs�tÞ�dÞ�eÞ;ððs�ðt�dÞÞ�eÞ:

(ix) For each s; tAHðBÞ; pairing

/:; :SASst;ðs�tÞ:
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The generalised operations of parts (ii), (iv), (vi) and (viii) of Definition 3.2 are best understood
in terms of a normal form for types that will be introduced in Definition 3.14. (The so-called
elementary or hereditarily Horn types.) Definition 3.2 introduces a set of operations, which will be
equationally axiomatised in Definition 3.4. Then in any model of these axioms, the operations can
be used to define a homeomorphism between any type and its normal form. Operations such as
uncurrying and inverse function pairing will provide a homeomorphism between some types and
their normal forms. However, they cannot be applied to all types since we have no operation
corresponding to lambda abstraction. (To see this, compare the domain type of each operation in
3.2 with the domain type of its generalised form.) The generalised operations of (ii), (iv), (vi) and
(viii) are needed to deal with all cases that would otherwise be dealt with by the special operations
(i), (iii), (v) and (vii) and lambda abstraction. Interestingly, these generalised operations can be
used to express equational relationships between the specialised operations which are not often
considered, and these equations play a crucial role, e.g. in proofs of continuity of all
homeomorphisms.

In the sequel, we will assume that S is a fixed, but arbitrarily chosen HðBÞ-typed signature, over
a type basis B; and that S contains the homeomorphism operators. Then we can use operations
named by the distinguished homeomorphism operation symbols, in any algebra A; to
simultaneously define collections of subbasic open sets and the continuous elements in A:

Definition 3.3. For each type tAHðBÞ; we define

(i) the collection of all subbasic open subsets of At; and,
(ii) the set CðAÞt of all continuous elements of At;

by induction on the complexity of t: Then for such t as usual the basic open subsets of At are
precisely the finite intersections of subbasic open subsets of At and the open subsets of At are
precisely the unions of basic open subsets of At:

(i) Basis: Consider any basic type tAB: A subset UDAt is subbasic open if, and only if, U is a
singleton set. Every element of At is continuous, i.e. CðAÞt ¼ At:

(ii) Induction step: Consider any product type ðs� tÞAHðBÞ: A subset UDAðs�tÞ is subbasic

open if, and only if, U has the form

/V1;CðAÞtS

for V1DAs an open subset of As; or

/CðAÞs;V2S

for V2DAt an open subset of At: For any aAAðs�tÞ; a is continuous if, and only if, proj1AðaÞ and

proj2AðaÞ are continuous.

(iii) Consider any function type ðs-tÞAHðBÞ: We proceed by a subinduction on the
complexity of t:

(a) Subbasis: Suppose tAB is a basic type. A subset UDAðs-tÞ is subbasic open if, and only if,

U has the form

OV ;b ¼ faAAðs-tÞ j for all a0AV ; evalAða; a0Þ ¼ bg
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for VDAs a basic open subset and bAAt: For any aAAðs-tÞ; a is continuous if, and only if, for

any open subset UDAt;

a	1ðUÞ ¼ fbAAs j evalAða; bÞAUg

is open.
(b) Subinduction step: Suppose t ¼ ðt1 � t2Þ is a product type. A subset UDAðs-ðt1�t2ÞÞ is

subbasic open if, and only if, fp	1
A ðUÞ is subbasic open. For any aAAðs-ðt1�t2ÞÞ; a is continuous if,

and only if, fp	1
A ðaÞ is continuous.

(c) Suppose t ¼ ðt1-t2Þ is a function type, then we proceed by a subinduction on the
complexity of t2:

(c.i) Subbasis: Suppose t2AB is a basic type. A subset UDAðs-ðt1-t2ÞÞ is subbasic open if, and

only if, ucAðUÞ is subbasic open. For any aAAðs-ðt1-t2ÞÞ; a is continuous if, and only if, ucAðaÞ is

continuous.
(c.ii) Subinduction step: Suppose t2 ¼ ðd1 � d2Þ is a product type. A subset UDAðs-ðt1-ðd1�d2ÞÞÞ

is subbasic open if, and only if, gfp	1
A ðUÞ is subbasic open. For any aAAðs-ðt1-ðd1�d2ÞÞÞ; a is

continuous if, and only if, gfp	1
A ðaÞ is continuous.

(c.iii) Suppose t2 ¼ ðd1-d2Þ is a function type. A subset UDAðs-ðt1-ðd1-d2ÞÞÞ is subbasic open

if, and only if, gcu	1
A ðUÞ is subbasic open. For any aAAðs-ðt1-ðd1-d2ÞÞÞ; a is continuous if, and

only if, gcu	1
A ðaÞ is continuous.

We say that A has continuous carrier sets if, and only if, for each type tAS; At ¼ CðAÞt; i.e.

every element of every carrier set is a continuous element. We define the finite information topology

FIðAÞt on At to be the set of all open subsets of At;

FIðAÞt ¼ fUDAt j U is openg:

Clearly, the subbasic open subsets of A form a subbasis for a topology, and hence FIðAÞt
is a well-defined topology on A; if, and only if, A has continuous carrier sets. Otherwise,
if some element a of A is not continuous then there is no subbasic open subset of A which
contains a:

The homeomorphisms named in Definition 3.2 are associated with certain equational axioms,
which must be satisfied in any S algebra A in order to ensure that these operations really are
homeomorphisms. We collect together these equational axioms as follows.

Definition 3.4. The homeomorphism axioms Hom consist of the following set of equations, for all
types s; t; d; eAHðBÞ:

(i) Currying: For xAXðs-ðt-dÞÞ; x0AXððs�tÞ-dÞ; yAXs and zAXt;

cuðucðxÞÞ ¼ x; ucðcuðx0ÞÞ ¼ x0; ð3:1a;bÞ

evalðucðxÞ;/y; zSÞ ¼ evalðevalðx; yÞ; zÞ;

evalðevalðcuðx0Þ; yÞ; zÞ ¼ evalðx0;/y; zSÞ: ð3:1c;dÞ
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(ii) Generalised currying: For all s; t; d; eAHðBÞ and for xAXðe-ðs-ðt-dÞÞÞ; x0AXðe-ððs�tÞ-dÞÞ
and yAXe;

gcuðgcu	1ðxÞÞ ¼ x; gcu	1ðgcuðx0ÞÞ ¼ x0; ð3:2a;bÞ

evalðgcu	1ðxÞ; yÞ ¼ ucðevalðx; yÞÞ; evalðgcuðx0Þ; yÞ ¼ cuðevalðx0; yÞÞ; ð3:2c;dÞ

gcu	1ðxÞ ¼ cuðrpðucðucðxÞÞÞÞ; gcuðx0Þ ¼ cuðcuðrp	1ðucðx0ÞÞÞÞ: ð3:2e; fÞ
(iii) Function-pairing: For xAXððs-tÞ�ðs-dÞÞ; x0AXðs-ðt�dÞÞ and yAXs;

fp	1ð fpðxÞÞ ¼ x; fpð fp	1ðx0ÞÞ ¼ x0; ð3:3a;bÞ

/evalðproj1ð fp	1ðx0ÞÞ; yÞ; evalðproj2ð fp	1ðx0ÞÞ; yÞS ¼ evalðx0; yÞ; ð3:3cÞ

evalð fpðxÞ; yÞ ¼ /evalððproj1ðxÞ; yÞ; evalððproj2ðxÞ; yÞS: ð3:3dÞ
(iv) Generalised function-pairing: For xAXðe-ððs-tÞ�ðs-dÞÞÞ; x0AXðe-ðs-ðt�dÞÞÞ and yAXs;

gfpðgfp	1ðx0ÞÞ ¼ x0; gfp	1ðgfpðxÞÞ ¼ x; ð3:4a;bÞ

evalðgfp	1ðx0Þ; yÞ ¼ fp	1ðevalðx0; yÞÞ; evalðgfpðxÞ; yÞ ¼ fpðevalðx; yÞÞ; ð3:4c;dÞ

gfp	1ðx0Þ ¼ fpð/cuðproj1ð fp	1ðucðx0ÞÞÞÞ; cuðproj2ð fp	1ðucðx0ÞÞÞÞSÞ; ð3:4eÞ

gfpðxÞ ¼ cuð fpð/ucðproj1ð fp	1ðxÞÞÞ; ucðproj2ð fp	1ðxÞÞÞSÞÞ: ð3:4fÞ
(v) Right-pairing: For xAXðððs�tÞ�dÞ-gÞ; x0AXððs�ðt�dÞÞ-gÞ and yAXs;

rpðrp	1ðx0ÞÞ ¼ x0; rp	1ðrpðxÞÞ ¼ x: ð3:5a;bÞ
If g is a basic type gAB then we have

evalðrpðxÞ; yÞ ¼ evalðx; lbðyÞÞ; evalðrp	1ðx0Þ; yÞ ¼ evalðx0; lb	1ðyÞÞ; ð3:5c;dÞ
if g is a product type g ¼ ðg1 � g2Þ then we have

rpðxÞ ¼ fpð/rpðproj1ð fp	1ðxÞÞÞ; rpðproj2ð fp	1ðxÞÞÞSÞ; ð3:5eÞ

rp	1ðx0Þ ¼ fpð/rp	1ðproj1ð fp	1ðx0ÞÞÞ; rp	1ðproj2ð fp	1ðx0ÞÞÞSÞ; ð3:5fÞ
and if g is a function type g ¼ ðg1-g2Þ then we have

rpðxÞ ¼ cuðgrpðucðxÞÞÞ; rp	1ðx0Þ ¼ cuðgrp	1ðucðx0ÞÞÞ: ð3:5g;hÞ
(vi) Generalised right-pairing: For xAXððððs�tÞ�eÞ�dÞ-gÞ; x0AXðððs�ðt�dÞÞ�eÞ-gÞ and yAXs;

grpðgrp	1ðx0ÞÞ ¼ x0; grp	1ðgrpðxÞÞ ¼ x: ð3:6a;bÞ
If g is a basic type gAB then we have

evalðgrpðxÞ; yÞ ¼ evalðx; glbðyÞÞ; evalðgrp	1ðx0Þ; yÞ ¼ evalðx0; glb	1ðyÞÞ; ð3:6c;dÞ
if g is a product type g ¼ ðg1 � g2Þ then we have

grpðxÞ ¼ fpð/grpðproj1ð fp	1ðxÞÞÞ; grpðproj2ð fp	1ðxÞÞÞSÞ; ð3:6eÞ

grp	1ðx0Þ ¼ fpð/grp	1ðproj1ð fp	1ðx0ÞÞÞ; grp	1ðproj2ð fp	1ðx0ÞÞÞSÞ; ð3:6fÞ
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and if g is a function type g ¼ ðg1-g2Þ then we have

grpðxÞ ¼ cuðrp	1ðgrpðrpðucðxÞÞÞÞÞ;
grp	1ðxÞ ¼ cuðrp	1ðgrp	1ðrpðucðxÞÞÞÞÞ: ð3:6g;hÞ

(vii) Left-bracketing: For xAXðs�ðt�dÞÞ and x0AXððs�tÞ�dÞ;

lbðlb	1ðx0ÞÞ ¼ x0; lb	1ðlbðxÞÞ ¼ x; ð3:7a;bÞ

lbðxÞ ¼ //proj1ðxÞ; proj1ðproj2ðxÞÞS; proj2ðproj2ðxÞÞS; ð3:7cÞ

lb	1ðxÞ ¼ /proj1ðproj1ðxÞÞ;/proj2ðproj1ðxÞÞ; proj2ðxÞSS; ð3:7dÞ
(viii) Generalised left-bracketing: For xAXððs�ðt�dÞÞ�eÞ and x0AXðððs�tÞ�dÞ�eÞ;

glbðglb	1ðx0ÞÞ ¼ x0; glb	1ðglbðxÞÞ ¼ x; ð3:8a;bÞ

glbðxÞ ¼ /lbðproj1ðxÞÞ; proj2ðxÞS; glb	1ðx0Þ ¼ /lb	1ðproj1ðx0ÞÞ; proj2ðx0ÞS: ð3:8c;dÞ
(ix) Pairing: For any xAXðs�tÞ and yAXs and zAXt;

x ¼ /proj1ðxÞ; proj2ðxÞS; ð3:9aÞ

y ¼ proj1ð/y; zSÞ; z ¼ proj2ð/y; zSÞ: ð3:9b; cÞ

With the exception of axioms (3.9a–c), the homeomorphism axioms introduced above
correspond with well-known-type isomorphisms for higher-order-type systems based on � and
-: For example, in [3], these isomorphisms are formulated as a first-order equational theory

Th1
�T : Clearly, the operations cu; gcu fp; gfp; rp; grp; lb and glb and their inverses are bijective

functions, and form isomorphisms in the sense of category theory, by virtue of Eqs. (3.1a,b),
(3.2a,b), y; (3.8a,b). Then the ordered pair consisting of the domain and codomain types of each
such isomorphism can be interpreted as an equation that is trivially a consequence of the theory

Th1
�T :
In the sequel, we let AAAlgðS;HomÞ denote a fixed, but arbitrarily chosen S algebra which

satisfies the homeomorphism axioms Hom and has continuous carrier sets. (Note that A is not
necessarily extensional.) Then the finite information topology FIðAÞ is well defined for A: We will
show that all the homeomorphism operations named in S are continuous open mappings when
interpreted in A: First we list some basic technical facts.

Proposition 3.5. For any types s; tAHðBÞ; Aðs�tÞ ¼ /As;AtSA:

Proposition 3.6. For any types s; t; dAHðBÞ; and any open sets V1AFIðAÞs; V2AFIðAÞt and

V3AFIðAÞd:

(i) lbAð/V1;Aðt�dÞSAÞ;
(ii) lbAð/As;/V2;AdSSAÞ;
(iii) lbAð/As;/At;V3SSAÞ;

are all subbasic open sets.
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Proof. Follows from Proposition 3.5. &

Proposition 3.7. Let s; tAHðBÞ be any types.

(i) For any open sets V1AFIðAÞs and V2AFIðAÞt;
/V1;V2SAAFIðAÞðs�tÞ:

(ii) For any open set UAFIðAÞðs�tÞ and V1AFIðAÞs and V2AFIðAÞt;
ðaÞ U

\
/V1;AtSA ¼ /proj1AðUÞ

\
V1; proj2AðUÞ

\
AtSA

and

ðbÞ U
\

/As;V2SA ¼ /proj1AðUÞ
\

As; proj2AðUÞ
\

V2SA:

(iii) For any open set UAFIðAÞðs�tÞ;

proj1AðUÞAFIðAÞs; proj2AðUÞAFIðAÞt:

Proof. Exercise. &

Proposition 3.8. For any types s; t; dAHðBÞ and any open sets V1AFIðAÞs; V2AFIðAÞt;
V3AFIðAÞd and UAFIðAÞðs�ðt�dÞÞ:

(i) lbAð/V1;Aðt�dÞSA

T
UÞ ¼ lbAð/V1;Aðt�dÞSAÞ

T
lbAðUÞ;

(ii) lbAð/As;/V2;AdSASA

T
UÞ ¼ lbAð/As;/V2;AdSASAÞ

T
lbAðUÞ;

(iii) lbAð/As;/At;V3SASA

T
UÞ ¼ lbAð/As;/At;V3SASAÞ

T
lbAðUÞ:

Proof. Exercise. &

Proposition 3.9. For any types s; t; dAHðBÞ and any open set UAFIðAÞðt�dÞ;

/As;USA ¼ /As;/proj1AðUÞ;AdSASA

\
/As;/At; proj2AðUÞSASA:

Proof. Follows from Proposition 3.7(ii.b). &

Lemma 3.10. Let s; t; d; eAHðBÞ be any types. The operations

lbA : Aðs�ðt�dÞÞ-Aððs�tÞ�dÞ; lb	1
A : Aððs�tÞ�dÞ-Aðs�ðt�dÞÞ;

glbA : Aððs�ðt�dÞÞ�eÞ-Aðððs�tÞ�dÞ�eÞ; glb	1
A : Aðððs�tÞ�dÞ�eÞ-Aððs�ðt�dÞÞ�eÞ;

all preserve basic open sets.

Proof. (i) We prove that

lbA : Aðs�ðt�dÞÞ-Aððs�tÞ�dÞ
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preserves basic open sets as follows. Consider any basic open set UDAðs�ðt�dÞÞ: For some mX1;

by Proposition 3.9, there exist subbasic open sets W1;y;Wm with

U ¼ W1-?-Wm;

and for each 1pipm; either

Wi ¼ /W 1
i ;/At;AdSASA

or

Wi ¼ /As;/W 2
i ;AdSASA

or

Wi ¼ /As;/At;W 3
i SASA;

for some open sets W 1
i AFIðAÞs; W 2

i AFIðAÞt and W 3
i AFIðAÞd: By Proposition 3.8,

lbAðUÞ ¼ lbAðW1Þ-?-lbAðWmÞ:
By Proposition 3.6, for each 1pipm; lbAðWiÞ is subbasic open, and so lbAðUÞ is basic open.

The proofs that lb	1; glb and glb	1 preserve basic open sets are obtained similarly by modifying
Proposition 3.8 appropriately. &

The continuity and openness of some of the mappings named in Definition 3.2 will be used to
prove the continuity and openness of others. Thus one must prove the following three (apparently
similar) theorems in the specific order they appear, and using slightly different methods in each
case.

Theorem 3.11. For any types s; t; d; e; gAHðBÞ; the following operations are continuous open

mappings:

(i) generalised function-pairing: gfpA : Aðs-ððt-dÞ�ðt-eÞÞÞ-Aðs-ðt-ðd�eÞÞÞ;

(ii) generalised currying: gcuA : Aðs-ððt�dÞ-eÞÞ-Aðs-ðt-ðd-eÞÞÞ;

(iii) left and right projection: proj1A : Aðs�tÞ-As; proj2A : Aðs�tÞ-At;

(iv) pairing /:; :SA :As � At-Aðs�tÞ;

(iv) left-bracketing: lbA : Aðs�ðt�dÞÞ-Aððs�tÞ�dÞ;

(vi) generalised left-bracketing: glbA : Aððs�ðt�dÞÞ�eÞ-Aðððs�tÞ�dÞ�eÞ;

(vii) function-pairing: fpA : Aððs-tÞ�ðs-dÞÞ-Aðs-ðt�dÞÞ:

Proof. Exercise. &

Theorem 3.12. For any types s; t; d; e; gAHðBÞ; the following operations are continuous open
mappings:

(i) currying: cuA : Aððs�tÞ-gÞ-Aðs-ðt-gÞÞ;

(ii) right-pairing: rpA : Aðððs�tÞ�dÞ-gÞ-Aððs�ðt�dÞÞ-gÞ;

(iii) generalised right-pairing: grpA : Aððððs�tÞ�dÞ�eÞ-gÞ-Aðððs�ðt�dÞÞ�eÞ-gÞ:
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Proof. Exercise. &

Theorem 3.13. For any types s; tAHðBÞ; the evaluation mapping

evalA : Aðs-tÞ � As-At

is continuous.

Proof. We prove the result by induction on the complexity of t:
(i) Basis: Suppose tAB is a basic type. Consider any subbasic open set fcgAFIðAÞt for cAAt:

We must show that

eval	1
A ðfcgÞ ¼ fða; bÞAAðs-tÞ � As j evalAða; bÞ ¼ cg

is open. So consider any aAAðs-tÞ and bAAs such that evalAða; bÞ ¼ c: Since a is continuous,

a	1ðfcgÞ is open and bAa	1ðfcgÞ: So there exists a basic open set Ua
bAFIðAÞs with Ua

bDa	1ðfcgÞ
and bAUa

b and for all b0AUa
b ;

evalAða; b0Þ ¼ evalAða; bÞ ¼ c:

Consider the subbasic open set OUa
b
;cAFIðAÞðs-tÞ: Then

ða; bÞAOUa
b
;c � Ua

b

and

OUa
b
;c � Ua

bDeval	1
A ðfcgÞ:

Thus [
ða;bÞAeval	1

A
ðfcgÞ

OUa
b
;c � Ua

b ¼ eval	1
A ðfcgÞ;

and since c was arbitrarily chosen that evalA is continuous.
(ii) Induction step. Suppose t ¼ ðt1 � t2Þ is a product type.
Consider any subbasic open set /V1;CðAÞt1

SA ¼ /V1;At1
SA; for open V1CFIðAÞt1

: By the

induction hypothesis evalA : Aðs-t1Þ � As-At1
is continuous. So

U1 ¼ eval	1
A ðV1Þ

is open. Now for some indexing set I ;

U1 ¼
[
iAI

Wi;1 � Wi;2;

where for each iAI ; Wi;1AFIðAÞðs-t1Þ and Wi;2AFIðAÞs are basic open sets. For each iAI ; define

Yi;1 ¼ fpAð/Wi;1;Aðs-t2ÞSAÞ; Yi;2 ¼ Wi;2:

Then Yi;1AFIðAÞðs-ðt1�t2ÞÞ by Proposition 3.7(i) and Theorem 3.11(vii) above and Yi;2AFIðAÞs:
Let

Y ¼
[
iAI

Yi;1 � Yi;2:
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We need only show that

Y ¼ eval	1
A ð/V1;CðAÞt1

SAÞ: ð3:9Þ

Now

ða; bÞAeval	1
A ð/V1;CðAÞt1

SAÞ
3evalAða; bÞA/V1;CðAÞt1

SA

3proj1AðevalAða; bÞÞAV1 and proj2AðevalAða; bÞÞAAt1

3evalAðproj1Að fp	1
A ðaÞ; bÞAV1 and evalAðproj2Að fp	1

A ðaÞ; bÞAAt1

by Equation (3.3c),

ðproj1Að fp	1
A ðaÞÞ; bÞAWi;1 � Wi;2 and ðproj2Að fp	1

A ðaÞÞ; bÞAAðs-t2Þ � As

for some iAI ;

3fpAð/proj1Að fp	1
A ðaÞÞ; proj2Að fp	1

A ðaÞÞSAÞAYi;1 and bAYi;2

for some iAI ;

3aAYi;1 and bAYi;2 3 ða; bÞAY :

Thus (3.9) holds.
Similarly, for any subbasic open set /CðAÞs;V2SA for open V2AFIðAÞt2

;

eval	1
A ð/CðAÞs;V2SAÞ

is open. It follows that evalA is continuous.
(iii) Suppose that t ¼ ðt1-t2Þ is a function type. We proceed by subinduction on the

complexity of t2:
(iii.a) Subbasis: Suppose that t2AB is a basic type. Consider any subbasic open set

OU ;cAFIðAÞðt1-t2Þ and any aAAðs-ðt1-t2ÞÞ: Now by assumption a is continuous, so

Va ¼ a	1ðOU ;cÞAFIðAÞs:

Thus by Proposition 3.7(i),

O/Va;USA;cAFIðAÞððs�t1Þ-t2Þ

is subbasic open. Then by Theorem 3.12(i), (continuity of ucA),

W a ¼ cuAðO/Va;USA;cÞAFIðAÞðs-ðt1-t2ÞÞ:

Let

Y ¼
[

a-Aðs-ðt1-t2ÞÞ

W a � Va;

then we need only show that

Y ¼ eval	1
A ðOU ;cÞ:
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Consider any a; b such that evalAða; bÞAOU ;c: Then bAVa; and for any b0AVa; evalAða; b0ÞAOU ;c:
So for any b0AVa and a0AU ;

evalAðevalAða; b0Þ; a0Þ ¼ c;

and so

ucAðaÞAO/Va;USA;c;

and hence aAW a: Thus ða; bÞAY ; and since a and b were arbitrarily chosen then eval	1
A ðOU ;cÞDY :

Conversely, consider any a; b such that ða; bÞAY : Then for some aiAAðs-ðt1-t2ÞÞ; aAW ai and

bAVai ¼ a	1
i ðOU ;cÞ: So

aAcuAðO/Vai ;USA;cÞ;

and hence for some ajAO/Vai ;USA;c; ucAðaÞ ¼ aj: Now for any a0AVai and a1AU ;

evalAðaj;/a0; a1SAÞ ¼ evalAðucAðaÞ;/a0; a1SAÞ
¼ evalAðevalAða; a0Þ; a1Þ ¼ c:

So evalAða; bÞAOU ;c; and since a and b were arbitrarily chosen then YDeval	1
A ðOU ;cÞ: Since OU ;c

was arbitrarily chosen then evalA is continuous.
(iii.b) Subinduction step: Suppose that t2 ¼ ðd1 � d2Þ is a product type. Consider any subbasic

open set UAFIðAÞðt1-ðd1�d2ÞÞ: Then by Definition 2.2,

fp	1
A ðUÞAFIðAÞððt1-d1Þ�ðt1-d2ÞÞ:

So either

fp	1
A ðUÞ ¼ /V1;Aðt1-d1ÞSA; ð3:10Þ

for some open V1AFIðAÞðt1-d1Þ; or

fp	1
A ðUÞ ¼ /Aðt1-d1Þ;V2SA; ð3:11Þ

for some open V2AFIðAÞðt1-d2Þ: Suppose that (3.10) holds. Then by the subinduction hypothesis,

evalA : Aðs-ðt1-d1ÞÞ � As-Aðt1-d1Þ

is continuous, and so evalAðproj1Að fp	1
A ðUÞÞÞ is open. Hence for some set I ;

evalAðproj1Að fp	1
A ðUÞÞÞ ¼

[
iAI

Wi;1 � Wi;2;

where for each iAI ; Wi;1AFIðAÞðs-ðt1-d1ÞÞ and Wi;2AFIðAÞs: For each iAI ; define

Yi;1 ¼ gfpAð fpAð/Wi;1;Aðs-ðt1-d1ÞÞSAÞÞ

and

Yi;2 ¼ Wi;2:

Then by Theorem 3.11(i) and (vii) (openness of gfpA and fpA), for each iAI ;

Yi;1AFIðAÞðs-ðt1-ðd1�d2ÞÞÞ
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and Yi;2AFIðAÞs: Let

Y ¼
[
iAI

Yi;1 � Yi;2;

then we need only show that Y ¼ eval	1
A ðUÞ:

Now for any a and b; ða; bÞAY if, and only if, for some iAI ;

aAYi;1 and bAYi;23

for some iAI

proj1Að fp	1
A ðgfp	1

A ðaÞÞÞAWi;1 and proj2Að fp	1
A ðgfp	1

A ðaÞÞÞAAðs-ðt1-d2ÞÞ and bAWi;2

3evalAðproj1Að fp	1
A ðgfp	1

A ðaÞÞÞ; bÞAproj1Að fp	1
A ðUÞÞ

and

evalAðproj2Að fp	1
A ðgfp	1

A ðaÞÞÞ; bÞAproj2Að fp	1
A ðUÞÞ

3/evalAðproj1Að fp	1
A ðgfp	1

A ðaÞÞÞ; bÞ; evalAðproj2Að fp	1
A ðgfp	1

A ðaÞÞÞ; bÞSA

A/proj1Að fp	1
A ðUÞÞ; proj2Að fp	1

A ðUÞÞSA

3evalAðgfp	1
A ðaÞ; bÞAfp	1

A ðUÞ
3fpAðevalAðgfp	1

A ðaÞ; bÞÞAU 3 evalAða; bÞAU :

Similarly, if (3.11) holds then eval	1
A ðUÞ is open. Since U was arbitrarily chosen, the evalA is

continuous.
(iii.c) Suppose t2 ¼ ðd1-d2Þ is a function type. Consider any subbasic open set

UAFIðAÞðt1-ðd1-d2ÞÞ:

By Theorem 3.12(i) above (continuity of cuA), ucAðUÞAFIðAÞððt1�d1Þ-d2Þ is open. By the

subinduction hypothesis,

evalA : Aðs-ððt1�d1Þ-d2ÞÞ � As-Aððt1�d1Þ-d2Þ

is continuous. So

eval	1
A ðucAðUÞÞ

is open. Hence for some set I ;

eval	1
A ðucAðUÞÞ ¼

[
iAI

Wi;1 � Wi;2;

where for each iAI ; Wi;1AFIðAÞðs-ððt1�d1Þ-d2ÞÞ and Wi;2AFIðAÞs: For each iAI ; define

Yi;1 ¼ gcuAðWi;1Þ; Yi;2 ¼ WW ;2:

Then by Theorem 3.11(ii), above (openness of gcuA), for each iAI ;

Yi;1AFIðAÞðs-ðt1-ðd1-d2ÞÞÞ; Yi;2AFIðAÞs:

Let

Y ¼
[
iAI

Yi;1 � Yi;2;
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then we need only show that

Y ¼ eval	1
A ðUÞ:

Now for any a and b; ða; bÞAY if, and only if, for some iAI ;

aAYi;1 and bAYi;2

3evalAðgcu	1
A ðaÞ; bÞAucAðUÞ and bAWi;2

3cuAðevalAðgcu	1
A ðaÞ; bÞÞAU and bAWi;2 3 evalAða; bÞAU :

Since U was arbitrarily chosen then evalA is continuous. &

We conclude this section with a brief summary of some of the basic properties of the finite
information topology. First, under the assumption of extensionality, we can observe that every
space of type t is homeomorphic with some space of distinguished type. These types can be
defined inductively as follows.

Definition 3.14. Let B be a type basis. For each nX1 we define the set EnðBÞDHðBÞ of all
elementary or hereditarily Horn types of order n inductively as follows:

(i) E1 ¼ B:
(ii) For any nX1 and elementary type sAEnðBÞ and any basic type bAB;

ðs-bÞAEnþ1ðBÞ:

(iii) For any m; nX1 and any elementary types tAEm and sAEn; if k ¼ supfm; ng then

ðs� tÞAEkðBÞ:
We let EðBÞ ¼

S
nAo EnðBÞ:

It is easily verified that if tAEnðBÞ then t is a type of order n: The motivation for the term
hereditarily Horn type comes from the Curry Howard correspondence between propositions and
types. Under this correspondence basic types can be interpreted as prepositional variables, - as
logical implication and � as logical conjunction. (See for example [8].)

Proposition 3.15. If A is extensional then for every type tAS there exists an elementary type
nðtÞAEðBÞ such that FIðAÞt is homeomorphic with FIðAÞnðtÞ:

Proof. By induction on the complexity of types using Theorems 3.11 and 3.12. &

An important theme in topology is to characterise the so-called separation and countability
properties of topological spaces in general.

Separation properties concern the possibility to distinguish between distinct points and closed
sets by means of open sets. An important case is the Hausdorff or T2 space where any two distinct
points have non-intersecting neighbourhoods. A topological space is regular if every point x and
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every closed set not containing x (a closed set can be regarded as a generalisation of a point) have
disjoint neighbourhoods. A Hausdorff space which is regular is termed a T3 space. A Hausdorff
space is separable if it contains a countable dense subset, i.e. a countable subset, the topological
closure of which contains the whole space.

Countability properties concern abstractly the ‘‘size’’ of the basis for a topology. An important
case is a second countable space, which is a space that has a countable basis. The famous
Urysohn Metrization Lemma gives that for every second countable space, the T3 condition is
equivalent to metrizability. A topological space is metrizable if, and only if, it has a basis

consisting of open balls Oðx; rÞ where the open ball Oðx; rÞ around a point xAX of radius rARþ

is given by

Oðx; rÞ ¼ fyAX j Dðx; yÞorg

and D : X � X-Rþ is a distance or metric function from pairs of points to positive reals
satisfying: (i) Dðx; xÞ ¼ 0; (ii) symmetry Dðx; yÞ ¼ Dðy;xÞ and (iii) the triangle inequality
Dðx; zÞpDðx; yÞ þ Dðy; zÞ: For metrizable spaces, the concept of closesness between points is
quite intuitive, though different metric functions can give rise to the same topology.

Recall from Definition 3.1 the concepts of closed set and the closure operation on a set. In order
to investigate separation properties, we require the following fact.

Proposition 3.16. For any types s; tAS and any closed set UAFIðAÞðs�tÞ; proj1AðUÞ and proj2AðUÞ
are closed.

Proof. Consider any s; tAS and closed UAFIðAÞðs�tÞ: It is a routine exercise to show that for any

V1DAs and V2DAt;

clð/V1;V2SAÞ ¼ /clðV1Þ; clðV2ÞSA;

from which the result follows. &

Now we can consider the separation and countability properties of the finite information
topology. When A is an extensional algebra these properties are quite strong.

Theorem 3.17. (i) For each type tAS; the topology FIðAÞt is regular.

(ii) If for each basic type tAB the set At is countable, then for each type tAS; the topology FIðAÞt
is second countable.

(iii) If A is extensional then for each type tAS; the topology FIðAÞt is Hausdorff.

Proof. By induction on the complexity of types.
Basis: Consider any basic type tAB:

(i) By definition, FIðAÞt ¼ PðAtÞ is regular.

(ii) By assumption, At is countable, so clearly FIðAÞt ¼ PðAtÞ is second countable.

(iii) Clearly FIðAÞt ¼ PðAtÞ is Hausdorff.
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Induction step: Consider any product type ðs� tÞAS:
(i) Consider any aAAðs�tÞ and closed subset UAFIðAÞðs�tÞ with aeU : Then either

proj1AðaÞeproj1AðUÞ ð3:12Þ
or

proj2AðaÞeproj2AðUÞ: ð3:13Þ
Suppose that (3.12) holds. By the induction hypothesis FIðAÞs is regular and by Proposition 3.16,

proj1AðUÞ is closed. So there exist open V ;WAFIðAÞs with proj1AðaÞAV and proj1AðUÞDW and

V-W ¼ |:

So aA/V ;AtSA; UD/W ;AtSA and

/V ;AtSA-/W ;AtSA ¼ |:

Also /V ;AtSA and /W ;AtS are subbasic open. Similarly, if (3.13) holds then there exist open
V ;WAFIðAÞt with aA/As;VSA UD/As;WSA and

/As;VSA-/As;WSA ¼ |:

Since a and U were arbitrarily chosen, FIðAÞðs�tÞ is regular.

(ii) By the induction hypothesis FIðAÞs and FIðAÞt are second countable, i.e. have countable

bases Bs and Bt: So

f/V1;V2SA j V1ABs;V2ABtg
is a countable basis for FIðAÞðs�tÞ:

(iii) By the induction hypothesis, FIðAÞs and FIðAÞt are Hausdorff. Now consider any

a; bAAðs�tÞ and suppose that aab: By assumption A is extensional, so either

proj1AðaÞaproj1AðbÞ ð3:13Þ
or

proj2AðaÞaproj2AðbÞ: ð3:14Þ
Suppose that (3.13) holds. Then since FIðAÞs is Hausdorff, there exist neighbourhoods

UaANbdðproj1AðaÞÞ and UbANbdðproj1AðbÞÞ such that

Ua-Ub ¼ 0:

So /Ua;AtSA and /Ub;AtSA; are disjoint neighbourhoods of a and b; respectively. Similarly if
(3.14) holds then a and b have disjoint neighbourhoods. Thus FIðAÞðs�tÞ is Hausdorff.

Consider any function type ðs-tÞAS: Then we prove the result by a subinduction on the
complexity of t:

Subbasis: Suppose that tAB is a basic type.
(i) To show that FIðAÞðs-tÞ is regular, consider any aAAðs-tÞ and closed subset UDAðs-tÞ

such that aeU : Now for some open set VAFIðAÞðs-tÞ; U ¼ clðVÞ and since aeclðVÞ then for

some open neighbourhood YAFIðAÞðs-tÞ of a;

Y
\

V ¼ |:
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So for some basic open neighbourhood WAFIðAÞðs-tÞ of a;

W
\

V ¼ |:

Then for any bAclðVÞ; beW ; for if bAW then W is an open neighbourhood of b which is disjoint
from V contradicting the fact that b is adherent to V : Hence

W
\

clðVÞ ¼ |:

We construct an open set XAFIðAÞðs-tÞ such that

clðVÞDX and W
\

X ¼ |:

Now for some mX1 and basic open Y1;y;YmAFIðAÞs and a1;y; amAAt;

W ¼ OY1;a1

\
?

\
OYm;am

:

Consider any bAclðVÞ: Then beW and so for some 1piðbÞpm;

beOYiðbÞ;aiðbÞ :

Now b is continuous. So b	1ðfaiðbÞgÞ is open. Hence

YiðbÞD/ b	1ðfaiðbÞgÞ:

So for some yiðbÞAYiðbÞ;

evalAðb; yiðbÞÞaaiðbÞ:

Let ciðbÞ ¼ evalAðb; yiðbÞÞ and consider the open set

b	1ðfciðbÞgÞ:

Then yiðbÞAb	1ðfciðbÞgÞ and so for some basic open XiðbÞAFIðAÞs we have yiðbÞAXiðbÞ and

XiðbÞDb	1ðfciðbÞgÞ

So bAOXiðbÞ;ciðbÞ Now for any a0AOXiðbÞ;ciðbÞ ;

evalAða0; yiðbÞÞaaiðbÞ

and so a0eOYiðbÞ;aiðbÞ : Hence a0eW : Thus

OXiðbÞ;ciðbÞ-W ¼ |:

Then letting X ¼
S

bAclðVÞ OXiðbÞ;ciðbÞ we have that X is open and clðVÞDX and X-W ¼ |: Since A

and U were arbitrarily chosen then FIðAÞðs-tÞ is regular.

(ii) By the induction hypothesis, FIðAÞs has a countable basis Bs; and by assumption At is

countable. So there are at most countably many subbasic open sets OU ;aAFIðAÞðs-tÞ for UABs

and aAAt: Thus FIðAÞðs-tÞ has a countable basis.

(iii) By the induction hypothesis, FIðAÞs is Hausdorff. Consider any a; bAAðs-tÞ and suppose

that aab: Since A is extensional then for some a0AAs; evalAða; a0ÞaevalAðb; a0Þ: Since A has
continuous data sets then a and b are continuous. So there exist basic open neighbourhoods
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Ua;UbANbdða0Þ such that for all a0AUa;

evalAða; a0Þ ¼ evalAða; a0Þ
and for all a0AUb;

evalAðb; a0Þ ¼ evalAðb; a0Þ:
So aAOUa;evalAða;a0Þ and bAOUb;evalAðb;a0Þ and

OUa;evalAða;a0Þ-OUb;evalAðb;a0Þ ¼ |:

Thus FIðAÞðs-tÞ is Hausdorff.

Subinduction step: Suppose that t is a product type or a function type. Then in each case we
establish the result using the induction hypothesis and one of the homeomorphisms

fp	1
A ; ucA; gfp	1

A and gcu	1
A : &

Corollary 3.18. Suppose that for each basic type tAB; At is a countable set.

(i) For every type tAS; the topology FIðAÞt is separable.

(ii) If A is extensional then for each type tAS; the topology FIðAÞt is a metric space.

Proof. (i) Immediate, (ii) By Theorem 3.17(i) and (iii), for each tAS;FIðAÞt is a T3 space. So by

Theorem 3.17(ii) and the Urysohn Metrisation Lemma (see for example [5]), FIðAÞt is a metric

space. &

An interesting open problem is to find a simple and explicit metric which gives our finite
information topology, in the case that A is extensional. The usual proof of the Urysohn
Metrisation Lemma does not provide any simple construction.

On the other hand, the separation properties of the finite information topology on
nonextensional models must of necessity be weak, since equality between higher-order elements
will no longer be extensional equality.

Lemma 3.19. Suppose that A is not extensional, i.e. AjExt:
(i) For some basic type tAB and some type sAS there exist a; bAAðs-tÞ such that aab but for all

a0AAs;

evalAða; a0Þ ¼ evalAðb; a0Þ:
(ii) For some type tAS; the topology FIðAÞt is not a T0 space.

(iii) For some basic type tAB and some type sAS there exists aAAðs-tÞ such that fag is not closed

in FIðAÞðs-tÞ:

Proof. (i) It suffices to show that for any types s; tAS; if there exist a; bAAðs-tÞ such that aab;

but for all a0AAs;

evalAða; a0Þ ¼ evalAðb; a0Þ;
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then there exists s0AS and basic t0AB and a0; b0AAðs-tÞ such that a0ab0 but for all a0AAs;

evalAða0; a0Þ ¼ evalAðb0; a0Þ:

This can be proved by induction on the complexity of t:
(ii) By (i), for some basic type tAB and sAS there exist a; bAAðs-tÞ such that aab but for all

a0AAs;

evalAða; a0Þ ¼ evalAðb; a0Þ:

So for any basic open set UAFIðAÞs and a0AAt;

aAOU ;a0
3 bAOU ;a0

:

Since aab then FIðAÞðs-tÞ is not a T0 space.

(iii) By (i), for some basic type tAB and sAS there exist a; bAAðs-tÞ such that aab but for all

a0AAs;

evalAða; a0Þ ¼ evalAðb; a0Þ:

Thus b is adherent to fag but befag: So fag is not closed. &

We conclude this section with one proposition regarding discontinuous elements in the first-
order initial model of a higher-order equational theory E: This model always exists (since E is
equational), but may not be extensional. Nevertheless, the initial model characterises many
properties of E and is therefore useful in the study of all models of E including extensional
models, as we shall see in the next section.

Proposition 3.20. Let t; t0ATðSÞðs-tÞ be any ground terms over a higher-order signature S
containing the homeomorphism operators. Let E be any equational theory over S which contains the

homeomorphism axioms Hom and let I ¼ TðSÞ= �E be the first-order initial model of E. If

EAevalðt; t0Þ ¼ evalðt0; t0Þ

for all t0ATðSÞðsÞ and tI is a discontinuous element in I then t0I is also discontinuous in I.

Proof. By induction on the complexity of t using the homeomorphism axioms Hom. &

4. Conservativity, normal forms and term-rewriting

In this section we establish the main result of this paper, which gives a necessary and sufficient
condition for infinitary higher-order equational logic to be conservative over first-order
equational logic for ground first-order equations. We then apply this result to characterise the
conservativity of finitary higher-order equational logic over first-order equational logic for
arbitrary first-order equations. For these results we introduce a notion of observational equivalence
on the elements of a higher-order algebra A. Two elements a; bAAt of type tAS are
observationally equivalent when they cannot be distinguished by any basic open set U ;
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i.e. aAU3bAU : Recall that basic open sets in the finite information topology are sets of elements
containing the same finite information. Thus this notion of equivalence can with some justification
be claimed to be observable. We will prove that conservativity arises precisely when observational
equivalence forms a congruence on the initial model IðS;EÞ of a higher-order equational theory
EDEqnðS;XÞ:

We begin by showing how the structure of infinitary higher-order equational proofs can be
simplified, both by eliminating use of the projection rules, and by limiting the use of o-
extensionality rules to certain structurally simple types. Then we show how the structure of such
proofs can be further simplified by translating them into term rewriting proofs with o-rewrite steps,
which generalise first-order term rewriting proofs to the higher-order case. Finally we prove our
main results.

Our first lemma asserts that in the presence of the pairing operation and its axioms, the
projection rule for product types can be eliminated from higher-order equational proofs.

Lemma 4.1. Let EDEqnðS;XÞ be any higher-order equational theory containing the home-

omorphism axioms Hom. For any type tAS and any terms t; t0ATðS;XÞt; if

EAot ¼ t0

then there exists a proof P of t ¼ t0 from E using the rules of infinitary higher-order equational logic
without the projection rules 2.5(v).

Proof. By induction on the complexity of proofs, using Eq. (3.9a). &

Next, we show that in the presence of currying, uncurrying, function-pairing and inverse
function-pairing and their axioms, all instances of the o-extensionality rule in a proof can be
replaced by instances of basic o-extensionality rules. (Recall that the o-extensionality rule for a
type ðs-tÞ is basic, if, and only if, t is a basic type, tAB:)

Lemma 4.2. Let EDEqnðS;XÞ be any higher-order equational theory containing the home-

omorphism axioms Hom. For any type tAS and any terms t; t0ATðS;XÞt; if

EAot ¼ t0;

then there exists a proof P of t ¼ t0 from E using the rules of infinitary higher-order equational logic

with instances of basic o-extensionality rules only.

Proof. We prove the result in two stages. Firstly, we establish that for any higher-order
equational theory EDEqnðS;XÞ containing Hom, and for any types s; tAS and any terms
t; t0ATðS;XÞðs-tÞ; if there exists a proof P of t ¼ t0 from E in which the final inference uses

the o-extensionality rule and any other instances of this rule are basic, then there exists a proof P0

of t ¼ t0 in which all instances of the o-extensionality rule are basic.
We prove this result by induction on the complexity of t:
(i) Basis: Suppose that tAB is a basic type, then the result holds trivially.
(ii) Induction step: Suppose that t is a product type, t ¼ ðt1 � t2Þ: Let P be a proof of t ¼ t0 from

E in which the final step uses the o-extensionality rule and all other uses are basic. Then P has
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the form

/Pðt0Þ j t0ATðSÞsS
t ¼ t0

;

where for each t0ATðSÞs; Pðt0Þ is a proof of

evalðt; t0Þ ¼ evalðt0; t0Þ

using basic o-extensionality rules only.
Consider any t0ATðSÞs: Then, using Pðt0Þ and Eqs. 3.4.(3.c), (9.b) and (9.c), we can derive

evalðproj1ð fp	1ðtÞÞ; t0Þ ¼ evalðproj1ð fp	1ðt0ÞÞ; t0Þ

and

evalðproj2ð fp	1ðtÞÞ; t0Þ ¼ evalðproj2ð fp	1ðt0ÞÞ; t0Þ:

Since t0 was arbitrarily chosen then we obtain proofs of

proj1ð fp	1ðtÞÞ ¼ proj1ð fp	1ðt0ÞÞ; proj2ð fp	1ðtÞÞ ¼ proj2ð fp	1ðt0ÞÞ

in which the final inference uses the o-extensionality rule for the types ðs-t1Þ and ðs-t2Þ
respectively. So by the induction hypothesis there exist proofs P1 and P2 of these equations using
basic o-extensionality rules only. Using such P1 and P2 and substitution we can derive

/proj1ð fp	1ðtÞÞ; proj2ð fp	1ðtÞÞS ¼ /proj1ð fp	1ðt0ÞÞ; proj2ð fp	1ðt0ÞÞS;

and then, using Eq. (3.9a),

fp	1ðtÞ ¼ fp	1ðt0Þ;

and by substitution

fpð fp	1ðtÞÞ ¼ fpð fp	1ðt0ÞÞ:

Finally, using Eq. (3.3a), we can derive the equation t ¼ t0:
(iii) Suppose that t is a function type t ¼ ðt1-t2Þ: Let P be a proof of t ¼ t0 from E in which

the final inference uses the o-extensionality rule and all other instances are basic. Then P has the
form

/Pðt0Þ j t0ATðSÞsS
t ¼ t0

;

where for each t0ATðSÞs; Pðt0Þ is a proof of

evalðt; t0Þ ¼ evalðt0; t0Þ

using basic o-extensionality rules only.

Consider any term t0ATðSÞðs�t1Þ: Then using the proof Pðproj1ðt0ÞÞ we can derive

evalðt; proj1ðt0ÞÞ ¼ evalðt0; proj1ðt0ÞÞ;

and hence

evalðevalðt; proj1ðt0ÞÞ; proj2ðt0ÞÞ ¼ evalðevalðt0; proj1ðt0ÞÞ; proj2ðt0ÞÞ:
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Then using Eq. (3.1c) we can derive

evalðucðtÞ;/proj1ðt0Þ; proj2ðt0ÞSÞ ¼ evalðucðt0Þ;/proj1ðt0Þ; proj2ðt0ÞSÞ
and then using Eq. (3.9a),

evalðucðtÞ; t0Þ ¼ evalðucðt0Þ; t0Þ:
Since t0 was arbitrarily chosen we can derive

ucðtÞ ¼ ucðt0Þ
from E; where the final inference uses the o-extensionality rule for the type ððs� t1Þ-t2Þ and all
other instances of this rule are basic. Thus by the induction hypothesis there exists a proof P0 of
ucðtÞ ¼ ucðt0Þ using basic o-extensionality rules only. Using such P0 and substitution we can derive

cuðucðtÞÞ ¼ cuðucðt0ÞÞ
and hence by Eq. (3.1a),

t ¼ t0:

This completes the induction.
We now prove the main lemma using the above fact, by induction on the complexity of proofs.
(i) Basis: Consider any proof P of t ¼ t0 from E consisting of a single axiom or a single use of

the reflexivity rule. Then the result holds trivially.
(ii) Induction step: Consider any proof P of t ¼ t0 from E in which the final inference uses one of

the rules of symmetry, transitivity, substitution or projection. Then the result follows trivially
from the induction hypothesis.

(iii) Consider any proof P of t ¼ t0 from E in which the final inference uses the o-extensionality
rule for a type ðs-tÞ: Then P has the form

/Pðt0Þ j t0ATðSÞsS
t ¼ t0

;

where for each t0ATðSÞs; Pðt0Þ is a proof of

evalðt; t0Þ ¼ evalðt0; t0Þ:
By the induction hypothesis, for each t0ATðSÞs there exists a proof P0ðt0Þ of

evalðt; t0Þ ¼ evalðt0; t0Þ
from E using basic o-extensionality rules only. So

/P0ðt0Þ j t0ATðSÞsS
t ¼ t0

is a proof of t ¼ t0 in which the final inference uses the o-extensionality rule and all other instances
of this rule are basic. Thus by the above result there exists a proof Q of t ¼ t0 in which all instances
of the o-extensionality rule are basic. &

To simplify the structure of infinitary higher-order equational proofs even further, we introduce
the notion of a term rewriting proof with o-rewrite steps. This proof system extends the
correspondence between many-sorted first-order equational logic and many-sorted term rewriting
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to the infinitary higher-order case in an obvious way. However, the structure of a term rewriting
proof imposes a normal form on the use of the transitivity rule that is useful for proving our main
theorem.

We assume the reader is familiar with the definitions of an occurrence %iAN� in a term tATðS;XÞ
and the set OccðtÞ of all occurrences in t; the subterm of t at the occurrence %iAOccðtÞ; denoted by

tð%iÞ; and the substitution of a term t0 at %i in t; denoted by tð%i=t0Þ: The reader may consult any
introductory text on term rewriting, for example [16].

Definition 4.3. Let EDEqnðS;XÞ be any higher-order equational theory.
(i) A rewrite step s from E is a five tuple

s ¼ ðt; %i; tl ¼ tr; a; t0Þ;
where for some types s; tAS; terms t; t0ATðS;XÞt; occurrence %iAOccðtÞs; terms tl ; trATðS;XÞs
and assignment a : X-TðS;XÞ; either: (a) tl is tr; or (b) tl ¼ trAE; or (c) tr ¼ tlAE; and in each

case tð%iÞ ¼ %aðtlÞ and t0 ¼ tð%i=%aðtrÞÞ: We define the degree of s to be degðsÞ ¼ 0:
(ii) An o-rewrite step s from E is a six tuple

s ¼ ðt; %i; tl ¼ tr; %s; a; t0Þ;
where for some type tAS; t; t0ATðS;XÞt are terms and for some function type ðs-dÞAS and

occurrence %iAOccðtÞðs-dÞ; and terms tl ; trATðS;XÞðs-dÞ

%s ¼ /%sðt0Þ j t0ATðSÞsS
is a family of rewrite proofs, %sðt0Þ being a rewrite proof of evalðt1; t0Þ ¼ evalðtr; t0Þ from E with o-

rewrite steps for each t0ATðSÞs; and a : X-TðS;XÞ is an assignment such that tð%iÞ ¼ %aðtlÞ and

t0 ¼ tð%i=%aðtrÞÞ: We define the degree of s to be

degðsÞ ¼ 1 þ supfdegð%sðt0ÞÞ j t0ATðSÞsg:

We say that s is basic o-rewrite step if, and only if, dAB is a basic type.
(iii) A rewrite proof P from E with o-rewrite steps is a nonempty finite sequence

P ¼ s1;y; sn;

where for each 1pjpn; either:

(a) sj ¼ ðtj; ij; t
j

l ¼ t j
r ; aj; t

0
jÞ; is a rewrite step from E; or

(b) sj ¼ ðtj; ij; t
j

l ¼ t j
r ; sj; aj; t

0
jÞ is an o-rewrite step from E;

and for each 1pjpn 	 1; t0j is tjþ1: We say that P is a rewrite proof of t1 ¼ t0n from E with o-

rewrite steps. We define the degree of P to be

degðPÞ ¼ supfdegðs1Þ;y; degðsnÞg:
If there exists a rewrite proof P of t ¼ t0 from E with o-rewrite steps of degree aAOrd then we
write

t ��!E;o;a
t0;
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or simply, if the order of the rewrite proof is irrelevant,

t �!E;o
t0:

If P has degree 0 then we may write

t!E t0

following the conventional notation, and say that P is a rewrite proof from E of t ¼ t0:
The well-known correspondence between term rewriting proofs and derivations in first-order

equational logic extends to rewrite proofs with o-rewrite steps and infinitary higher-order
equational logic in the obvious way.

Correspondence Theorem 4.4. Let EDEqnðS;XÞ be any higher-order equational theory. For any
type tAS and any terms t; t0ATðS;XÞt:

(i) EAt ¼ t03t!E t0;

(ii) for any aAOrd; EAo;at ¼ t03t ��!E;o;a
t0;

(iii) t ¼ t0 is provable from E using the infinitary rules of higher-order equational logic and basic

o-extensionality rules only if, and only if, there exists a rewrite proof of t ¼ t0 from E using
basic o-rewrite steps only.

Proof. (i) See for example [6]. (ii) By induction on the degree of infinitary proofs and
rewrite proofs (using (i) as the induction basis), and Lemma 4.1. (iii) By inspection the proof
of (ii). &

We will require an elementary fact about rewrite proofs (without o-rewrite steps) of ground
equations.

Proposition 4.5. Let EDEqnðS;XÞ be any higher-order equational theory. For any type tAS and
any ground terms t; t0ATðSÞt and any nX1; if there exists a rewrite proof of t ¼ t0 of length n from E

(without o-rewrite steps) then there exists a rewrite proof of t ¼ t0 of length n where all intermediary

terms are ground.

Proof. By induction on n: &

Next, we introduce our notion of observational equivalence on elements of a higher-order
algebra.

Definition 4.6. Let A be any S algebra (not necessarily extensional). For each tAS; we define the

relation �obs
t DA2

t of observational equivalence by

a �obs
t b 3 for all subbasic open UAFIðAÞt; aAU3bAU :
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By definition a; bAAt are observationally equivalent if, and only if, no open set, in particular no
basic open set (i.e. finite observation) can separate them. Note that since the subbasic open sets of
the finite information topology can be defined for any algebra A of signature S (irrespective of
whether A is extensional or has continuous carrier sets) then the notion of observational
equivalence can also be defined for any S algebra A: In particular, observational equivalence can
always be defined on elements of the first-order initial algebra IðS;EÞ of an equational theory
EDEqnðS;XÞ; even if this algebra is not extensional. Furthermore, for any algebra A of signature
S; all discontinuous elements of a particular carrier set At will belong to the same equivalence
class.

We note at this point that the term observational equivalence has been used elsewhere in the
literature on algebraic structures in data type theory. (See for example [26] and the references cited
there.) Our use of the term is specific to the topology introduced in this paper, and there appears
to be no connection to the concept previously known in data type theory.

First we note that observational equivalence is a finer equivalence relation on terms than
provable equivalence using infinitary higher-order equational logic.

Lemma 4.7. Let EDEqnðS;XÞ be any equational theory. For any tAS; and any ground terms

t; t0ATðSÞt;
t �obs

t t0 ) EAot ¼ t0:

Proof. By induction on the complexity of t: &

Now we can establish our main result concerning conservativity.

Conservativity Theorem 4.8. Let EDEqnðS;XÞ be any higher-order equational theory which

contains the homeomorphism axioms Hom. Then infinitary higher-order equational logic is
conservative over equational logic on E for ground first-order equations if, and only if, observational

equivalence �obs is a congruence on the (first-order) initial model IðS;EÞ:

Proof. ð)Þ We prove the contrapositive by showing that for any type tAS and any term
tðx1;y; xnÞATðS;XÞt with n free variables xiAXtðiÞ for 1pipn; and for any ground terms

ti; t0iATðSÞtðiÞ for 1pipn; if

½ti� �obs
tðiÞ ½t0i�

for each 1pipn; but

½tðt1;y; tnÞ�cobs
t ½tðt01y; t0nÞ�;

then there exists a basic type t0AB and ground terms t0; t
0
0ATðSÞt such that

EAot0 ¼ t00

but

Eet0 ¼ t00:

We prove this by induction on the complexity of t:
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(i) Basis: Suppose that tAB is a basic type. By assumption ½ti� �obs
tðiÞ ½t0i� for 1pipn; so by

Lemma 4.7, EAoti ¼ t0i for each 1pipn: So by substitution,

EAotðt1;y; tnÞ ¼ tðt01;y; t0nÞ:
But also by assumption

½tðt1;y; tnÞ�cobs
t ½tðt01;y; t0nÞ�

so

Eetðt1;y; tnÞ ¼ tðt01;y; t0nÞ
since t is basic. Thus taking t0 ¼ t; t0 ¼ tðt1;y; tnÞ and t00 ¼ tðt01;y; t0nÞ then the result follows.

(ii) Induction step: Consider any product type t ¼ ðs� dÞ and suppose

½tðt1;y; tnÞ�cobs
ðs�dÞ½tðt01;y; t0nÞ�;

but ½ti� �obs
tðiÞ ½t0i� for 1pipn: Then there exists a subbasic open set UAFIðIðS;EÞÞðs�dÞ such that,

using symmetry,

½tðt1;y; tnÞ�AU and ½tðt01;y; t0nÞ�eU :

Suppose that U has the form /V1;CðIðS;EÞÞdSIðS;EÞ for some open V1AFIðIðS;EÞÞs: Then

½proj1ðtðt1;y; tnÞÞ�AV1 and ½proj1ðtðt01;y; t0nÞÞ�eV1:

Thus

½proj1ðtðt1;y; tnÞÞ�cobs
s ½proj1ðtðt01;y; t0nÞÞ�:

Thus by the induction hypothesis there exists t0AB and t0; t
0
0ATðSÞt0 such that

EAot0 ¼ t00

but Eet0 ¼ t00: Similarly the result holds if U has the form /CðIðS;EÞÞd;V2SIðS;EÞ for some open

V2AFIðIðS;EÞÞd:
(iii) Consider any function type t ¼ ðs-dÞ: We prove the result by subinduction on the

complexity of d:
(iii.a) Subbasis: Suppose dAB is a basic type and ½ti� �obs

tðiÞ ½t0i� for 1pipn but

tðt1;y; tnÞcobs
ðs-dÞtðt01;y; t0nÞ:

Then there exists a subbasic open set UAFIðIðS;EÞÞðs-dÞ such that, using symmetry,

½tðt1;y; tnÞ�AU and ½tðt01;y; t0nÞ�eU

Then for some non-empty open set VAFIðIðS;EÞÞs and element aAIðS;EÞd we have

½tðt1;y; tnÞ�AOV ;fag and ½tðt01;y; t0nÞ�eOV ;fag:

So for some t0ATðSÞs with ½t0�AV we have

evalIðS;EÞðtðt1;y; tnÞ�; ½t0�Þ ¼ a and evalIðS;EÞð½tðt01;y; t0nÞ�; ½t0�Þaa:

So

½evalðtðt1;y; tnÞ; t0Þ�a½evalðtðt01;y; t0nÞ; t0Þ�;
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and hence

½evalðtðt1;y; tnÞ; t0Þ�cobs
d ½evalðtðt01;y; t0nÞ; t0Þ�;

since d is basic. By assumption ½ti� �obs
tðiÞ ½t0i� for 1pipn; so the result follows from the induction

basis.
(iii.b) Subinduction step: Suppose that d ¼ ðd1 � d2Þ is a product type, and

½ti� �obs
tðiÞ ½t0i�

for 1pipn; but

½tðt1;y; tnÞ�cobs
ðs-ðd1;�d2ÞÞ½tðt

0
1;y; t0nÞ�:

Then there exists a subbasic open set UAFIðIðS;EÞÞðs-ðd1�d2ÞÞ such that, using symmetry,

½tðt1;y; tnÞ�AU and ½tðt01;y; t0nÞ�eU :

Therefore

½ fp	1ðtðt1;y; tnÞÞ�Afp	1
IðS;EÞðUÞ and ½ fp	1ðtðt01y; t0nÞÞ�efp	1

IðS;EÞðUÞ;

and thus

½ fp	1ðtðt1;y; tnÞÞ�cobs
ððs-d1Þ�ðs-d2ÞÞ½ fp	1ðtðt01;y; t0nÞÞ�:

So by the subinduction hypothesis there exists t0AB and t0; t00ATðSÞt0 such that

EAot0 ¼ t00

but

Eet0 ¼ t00:

(iii.c) Suppose that d ¼ ðd1-d2Þ is a function type. We prove the result by a subinduction on
the complexity of d2; the proof in each of the three cases is similar to (iii.b) above using the

appropriate operator (ucIðS;EÞ; gfp	1
IðS;EÞ and gcu	1

IðS;EÞ; respectively) and is omitted.

ð(Þ We prove the contrapositive, i.e. we show that if infinitary higher-order equational logic is

not conservative over equational logic on E for ground first-order equations then �obs is not a
congruence on IðS;EÞ:

Suppose for some basic type tAB and ground first-order terms t; t0ATðSÞt that

EAot ¼ t0

but

Eet ¼ t0:

Then by Lemma 4.2 and Correspondence Theorem 4.4(iii) there exists a rewrite proof of t ¼ t0

from E using basic o-rewrite steps only,

t ��!E;o;b
t0
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for some bAOrd with b40; but

t /-
E

t0:

We prove the result by transfinite induction on the degree of rewrite proofs using basic o-rewrite
steps only.

Basis: Suppose that b ¼ 1 and that

t ��!E;o;1
t0

but

t /-
E

t0:

Let %s ¼ s1;y; sk be a rewrite proof of t ¼ t0 with basic o-rewrite steps of degree 1. Then we can
choose 1pjpk such that sj is a basic o-rewrite step of degree 1,

sj ¼ ðtj; ij; t
j

l ¼ t j
r ; sj; aj; t

0
jÞ;

where for some function type ðs-dÞAS with dAB; we have t
j

l ; t j
r ATðS;XÞðs-dÞ and

sj ¼ /sjðt0Þ j t0ATðSÞsS
is a family of rewrite proofs such that for each t0ATðSÞs;

sjðt0Þ ¼ sjðt0Þ1;y; sjðt0Þkjðt0Þ

is a rewrite proof of length kjðt0Þ of degree 0 (i.e. without o-rewrite steps) of the equation

evalðt j
l ; t0Þ ¼ evalðt j

r ; t0Þ:

Furthermore since t /-
E

t0 it follows that for such j;

tj /-
E

t0j: ð4:1Þ

By Proposition 4.5, %s can be chosen so that tj and t0j are ground; therefore ajðt j
l Þ and ajðt j

r Þ are

ground. Now by the Correspondence Theorem 4.4(i), for each ground term t0ATðSÞs;
EAevalðt j

l ; t0Þ ¼ evalðt j
r ; t0Þ:

So for each t0ATðSÞs by substitution,

EAevalðajðt j
l Þ; t0Þ ¼ evalðajðt j

r Þ; t0Þ: ð4:2Þ

Suppose there is no subbasic open UAFIðIðS;EÞÞðs-dÞ with ½ajðt j
l Þ�AU : Then clearly ½ajðt j

l Þ� is

discontinuous. So by (4.2) and Proposition 3.20, ½ajðt j
r Þ� is discontinuous, and so there is no

subbasic open UAFIðIðS;EÞÞðs-dÞ with ½ajðt j
r Þ�AU : Therefore

½ajðt j
r Þ� �obs

ðs-dÞ ½ajðt j
l Þ�:

Suppose there is a subbasic open set UAFIðIðS;EÞÞðs-dÞ with ½ajðt j
l Þ�AU : Consider any such

set U : Then by definition for some open set VAFIðIðS;EÞÞs and t0ATðSÞd; U ¼ OV ;f½t0�g:
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Consider any ½t0�AV : Then by definition,

evalIðS;EÞð½ajðt j
l Þ�; ½t0�Þ ¼ ½t0�:

So EAevalðajðt j
l Þ; t0Þ ¼ t0: Thus by (4.2), EAevalðajðt j

r Þ; t0Þ ¼ t0: So

evalIðS;EÞð½ajðt j
r Þ�; ½t0�Þ ¼ ½t0�:

Since ½t0� was arbitrarily chosen then ½ajðt j
r Þ�AU : Since U was arbitrarily chosen, by symmetry of

t
j

l and t j
r ;

½ajðt j
r Þ� �obs

ðs-dÞ ½ajðt j
l Þ�:

Suppose for a contradiction that �obs is a congruence. Then

½tj� �obs
t ½tjðij=ajðt j

r ÞÞ�
but since t is a basic type it follows that

½tj� ¼ ½tjðij=ajðt j
r ÞÞ�

i.e.

EAtj ¼ tjðij=ajðt j
r ÞÞ;

which contradicts (4.1) above. Thus �obs is not a congruence.
Induction step: Suppose that b41 and that

t ��!E;o;b
t0

with only basic o-rewrite steps, but

t /-
E

t0:

Let %s ¼ s1;y; sk be a rewrite proof with basic o-steps of the equation t ¼ t0 with degree b: Then
for some 1pjpk; sj is a basic o-rewrite step of degree bjpb;

sj ¼ ðtj; ij; t
j

l ¼ t j
r ; sj; aj; t

0
jÞ;

where for some function type ðs-dÞAS with dAB we have t
j

l ; t
j

r ATðS;XÞðs-dÞ and

sj ¼ /sjðt0Þ j t0ATðSÞsS
is a family of rewrite proofs, such that for each t0ATðSÞs;

sjðt0Þ ¼ sjðt0Þ1;y; sjðt0Þkjðt0Þ

is a rewrite proof with basic o-rewrite steps of the equation

evalðt j
l ; t0Þ ¼ evalðt j

r ; t0Þ

of degree bjðt0Þobj: Also

tj /-
E

t0j: ð4:3Þ
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Again by Proposition 4.5, %s can be chosen so that tj and t0j are ground. Therefore ajðt j
l Þ and ajðt j

r Þ
are ground.

By the Correspondence Theorem 4.4(iii), for each t0ATðSÞs
EAo;bjðt0Þevalðt j

l ; t0Þ ¼ evalðt j
r ; t0Þ

using only basic o-evaluation rules, and so by substitution, for each t0ATðSÞs;

EAo;bjðt0Þevalðajðt j
l Þ; t0Þ ¼ evalðajðt j

r Þ; t0Þ:

Thus by the Correspondence Theorem 4.4(iii), for each t0ATðSÞs;

evalðajðt j
l Þ; t0Þ �����!E;o;bjðt0Þ

evalðajðt j
r Þ; t0Þ ð4:4Þ

using basic o-rewrite steps only.
Suppose that for some t0ATðSÞs;

evalðajðt j
l Þ; t0Þ /-

E

evalðajðt j
r Þ; t0Þ:

Then by (4.4) and the induction hypothesis, �obs is not a congruence. Suppose that for each
t0ATðSÞs;

evalðajðt j
l Þ; t0Þ!

E
evalðajðt j

r Þ; t0Þ:

Then again as for the induction basis we have ajðt j
l Þ �obs

ðs-dÞ ajðt j
r Þ: So the assumption that �obs is a

congruence contradicts (4.3). &

Since our notion of observational equivalence is somewhat unfamiliar, it is natural to seek
stronger conditions which imply the congruence property and which themselves seem more
natural or easier to verify. One such natural condition on a higher-order algebra is continuity, and
this condition is indeed strong enough to imply the congruence property. Recall from Definition
3.1 what it means for an S-sorted S algebra A to be continuous in an S-indexed family T of
topologies on the carriers of A; namely that each operation of A is continuous. In the case that A

is a higher-order algebra and T is the finite information topology, the fact that A has continuous
carrier sets does not imply that all operations of A are continuous, since these may not be elements
of the carriers of A: (Recall the discussion following Definition 2.3.)

Lemma 4.9. Let S be a higher-order signature containing the homeomorphism operators. Let A be a
S algebra A with continuous carrier sets. If A is continuous in the finite information topology then

�obs is a congruence on A:

Proof. Consider any nX1; any w ¼ tð1ÞytðnÞASþ and any function symbol fASw;t: Consider

any ai; biAAtðiÞ for 1pipn and suppose

ai �obs
tðiÞ bi;
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for 1pipn: We must show that

fAða1;y; anÞ �obs
t fAðb1;y; bnÞ: ð4:5Þ

Now consider any subbasic open set UAFIðAÞt and suppose that

fAða1;y; anÞAU :

Since A has continuous carrier sets and is continuous in the finite information topology there
exists ViANbdðaiÞ for each 1pipn such that for all viAVi for 1pipn;

fAðv1;y; vnÞAU :

Now since ai �obs
tðiÞ bi for each 1pipn then biAVi for each 1pipn: Thus

fAðb1;y; bnÞAU :

Since U was arbitrarily chosen, then (4.5) holds by the symmetry of ai and bi: &

Lemma 4.9 is particularly useful in studying second-order algebras, including algebras of
stream transformations used to model digital hardware at different levels of time and data
abstraction. In this context, a second-order algebra A trivially has continuous carrier sets.
Continuity of the operations of A on first and second-order carrier sets is precisely continuity in
the product or Tychonoff topology. As is well known from higher-order recursion theory (see
[23]) all computable second-order operations are continuous in this topology. Thus the
assumption of Lemma 4.9 can often be satisfied in this setting. An application of Lemma 4.9
to digital hardware can be found in [20].

Note that the converse of Lemma 4.9 does not hold, by virtue of Example 2.12(i.a). To see this,
let A be a discontinuous S algebra and E be the ground first-order equational theory of A as
defined in 2.12. Since E is the theory of A; the additional infinitary rules add no new ground first-
order equations to E and thus infinitary higher-order equational logic is conservative over
equational logic on E for ground first-order equations. Thus, by the Conservativity Theorem 4.8,

observational equivalence �obs is a congruence.

Corollary 4.10. Let EDEqnðS;XÞ be any higher-order equational theory which contains the

homeomorphism axioms Hom: If IðS;EÞ is continuous in the finite information topology then
infinitary higher-order equational logic is conservative on E for ground first-order equations.

Proof. Immediate from Theorem 4.8 and Lemma 4.9. &

Next, we turn to the characterisation of conservativity for finitary higher-order equational
logic and the existence of normal form proofs. We begin by considering the well-known
folk theorem of first-order equational logic (sometimes called the Theorem on Constants)
which states that variable symbols can be exchanged for (or simply reinterpreted as) fresh
constant symbols in a signature without altering the provability of formulas. If S is any S-sorted
signature and X ¼ /Xs j sASS is an S-indexed family of sets of variable symbols (with Xs disjoint
from Sl;s for each sAS) then we can define the S-sorted signature S,X ; where for each wAS�
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and sAS:

ðS,XÞw;s ¼
Sl;s,Xs if w ¼ l;

Sw;s otherwise:

(

Then every equation eAEqnðS;XÞ is also a ground equation over S,X ; and every equational
theory EDEqnðS;XÞ is also a ground equational theory over S,X : To express the Theorem on
Constants precisely, as well as its generalisation to the higher-order case, it is necessary to make

explicit two further parameters of the inference relations. Thus, in the sequel, we let AS;X

(respectively AS;X
eval ; AS;X

o ) denote provability in first-order many-sorted equational logic

(respectively finitary higher-order equational logic, infinitary higher-order equational logic) with
respect to the signature S and family X of sets of variables.

Theorem on Constants 4.11. Let Y ¼ /Yt j tASS be any S-indexed family of infinite sets of

variable symbols disjoint from X and S; (i.e. Yt-ðS,XÞl;t ¼ | for each tAS). Then for any higher-

order equational theory EDEqnðS;XÞ and any equation eAEqnðS;XÞ:

(i) EAS;X
eval e 3 EAS,X ;Y

o e;

(ii) EAS;X e 3 EAS,X ;Y e:

Proof. The proofs of (i) and (ii) are entirely similar, (i) Follows from Completeness Theorems 2.6
and 2.9. (ii) Follows from the Completeness Theorem for first-order many-sorted equational logic
(see for example [21]). &

The Theorem on Constants for higher-order equational logic (4.11(i)) is quite different to the
first-order result (4.11(ii)), by virtue of the form of the extensionality and o-extensionality rules.
The free variable in the premise of the finitary extensionality rule, associated with implicit
universal quantification, becomes a fresh constant symbol when variables are re-interpreted as
constants. Thus the Theorem on Constants for higher-order equations turns out to relate finitary
and infinitary higher-order equational logic to each other. In particular, it allows us to relate the
conservativity properties of these two logics over first-order equational logic. Thus we obtain the
following characterisation of conservativity for finitary higher-order equational logic, and
simultaneously a characterisation of the existence of eval normal form proofs for this logic.
(Recall Proposition 2.14.)

Normal Form Theorem. Let EDEqnðS;XÞ be any higher-order equational theory which contains

the homeomorphism axioms Hom: The following are equivalent:

(i) finitary higher-order equational logic is conservative on E for first-order equations;
(ii) for every equation eAEqnðS;XÞ (of any order), if EAeval e then there is a finitary proof P of e

which is in eval normal form;
(iii) observational equivalence, �obs; is a congruence on the free algebra TEðS;XÞ:
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Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is simply Proposition 2.14. We need only consider the
equivalence of (i) and (iii). Now by the Theorem on Constants, 4.11, finitary higher-order
equational logic is conservative on first-order equations eAEqnðS;XÞ if, and only if, infinitary
higher-order equational logic is conservative on ground first-order equations eAEqnðS,X ;YÞ;
where Y ¼ /Yt j tASS is an S-indexed family of sets of variable symbols disjoint from X and S;
(i.e. Yt-ðSl;t,XtÞ ¼ | for each tAS). Recall that the free algebra TEðS;XÞ can be concretely

constructed as the quotient term algebra TðS;XÞ= �E ; where �E is the congruence on terms

induced by provable equivalence using first-order many-sorted equational logic. Noting that �obs

is a congruence on TðS,XÞ= �E if and only if, �obs is a congruence on TðS;XÞ= �E then the
result follows from the Conservativity Theorem 4.8. &

Corollary 4.13. Let EDEqnðS;XÞ be any higher-order equational theory which contains the
homeomorphism axioms Hom: If the free algebra TEðS;XÞ is continuous in the finite information

topology then:

(i) finitary higher-order equational logic is conservative on E for first-order equations, and,
(ii) for every equation eAEqnðS;XÞ (of any order), if EAeval e then there is a finitary proof P of e

which is in eval normal form;

Proof. Immediate from Lemma 4.9 and Theorem 4.12. &

5. Conclusions

In this paper we have characterised necessary and sufficient conditions under which the
extensionality rules of higher-order equational logic can be eliminated from higher-order
equational proofs. These results provide information on: (i) when higher-order equational
specifications can be implemented by first-order term rewriting, and (ii) when higher-order
equational logic can be efficiently automated through the existence of normal form proofs, which
introduce the extensionality inference only as a final trivial step. Both of these phenomena have
been observed by us in carrying out practical specification work. (See [20].)

An interesting open problem is to give an explicit metric for our finite information topology on
extensional higher-order algebras. The Urysohn Metrization Lemma used in Section 3 makes use
of an embedding into the Hilbert cube, but this method is somewhat opaque. We even conjecture
that this topology is an ultrametric space on extensional higher-order algebras. (The conjecture is
obviously valid up to second-order types.)

This research has been supported by TFR, the Swedish Research Council for Engineering
Sciences, and by the Volvo Research Foundation whom we gratefully acknowledge. We are also
grateful to the anonymous referees for their careful work in pointing out errors and improvements
in earlier versions of this paper.
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